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Abstract
Data analysis has attracted a large population of data scientists, decision makers, and analysts with
the advent of large, high-dimensional datasets in different domains during the past decade. Data
visualization involves the creation and study of the visual representation of data to communicate
information clearly and efficiently. Currently, Data visualization tools are the first choice in a user
analysis toolbox which assist in exploring big datasets to make sense of the explored data and discover
interesting insights. However, even with existing tools of data visualization, many common analysis
tasks are still manual and require substantial effort and tedious trial-and-error task specifically, for
non-expert users that have inadequate knowledge of the underlying data.
Today, the huge of interest in data science and the need to gain insight from data are challenging
researchers and analysts for applying new visualization strategies to efficiently explore data, detect
anomalies, correlations, and identify pattern-changes and trends. In addition, current visual analytical
tools are not able to assist users in explaining surprising trends or outliers in the visualization and the
ounce effort of this task is left to the user.
In this thesis, we address the limitations of the existing recommendation and explanation systems
in the context of big data visualization. Specifically, we address a new problem which is about the
limitation of current visualization recommendation tools and reduces the exploration costs to user-
specified constraints. Then, we propose to recommend top (k) interesting visualizations within the
specified budget. Consequently, we extend the problem of recommending interest-based visualiza-
tions and introduce another problem involves structuring interest-based visualizations to reveal their
interestingness. Further, we define a problem of user-trend explanations and formalize a notion of uni-
formity over predicates. We propose different techniques that search for uniform predicates linearly
and transform the most uniform predicates into meaningful explanations.
In this thesis, we discuss in detail our three key contributions, which address the challenges above
in the context of recommendation and explanations of query visualization in big data.
Firstly, we formally define the recommendation of interest-based visualizations problem, in which
users specify exploration constraints namely exploration time limit and number of explored visual-
i
izations (referred as space size). We propose a framework RtSEngine that recommends a set of
Interest-based Visualizations which are considered interesting because of their abnormal deviations
within specified constraints. Then, we propose three approaches Di f fDVal,Sela, and DimsHisto to
explore the data space intelligently by prioritizing the dimension attributes based on various statistical
features such as number of distinct values, selectivity ratios, and data distribution, to early prioritize
visualizations. Additionally, we present cost estimation techniques that approximate exploration and
retrieval costs of visualizations to evaluate their costs against the Interest-based utility.
Based on the framework and the approaches proposed above, we extend interest-based visualiza-
tions problem to consider the organization and ordering of interesting visualizations into a coherent
structure in order to expose their interestingness. We formulate this problem and define the notion
of visualization coherence. Then, we propose MedVis framework to structure a set of interest-based
visualizations hierarchically based on their coherence and interest-based utilities. MedVis is running
on the top of RtSEngine and creates hierarchical coherent tree that consists of influential aggregate
functions, admission and measure attributes that create these visualizations.
Finally, we formulate user-trend explanations problem and introduce a notion of uniformity over
predicates. For this problem, we propose User Trend Explanations (UTE) which generates insightful
explanations that explains the causes of deviation in the query results from the expected user trend.
UTE system applies efficient and effective approaches that split data space and search all possible ex-
planations in a single relation linearly. we present XTrend-Basic, XTrend-Advanced and XTrend-Fast
splitting techniques to solve predicates generation problem. Then, propose a transformation approach
that generates meaningful explanations (predicates) to the user and defined usefulness measure to
evaluate the quality of produced explanations.
We develop three systems in this thesis:
1. RtSEngine, a visual exploration tool that recommends a set of constraint-based visualizations
according to user requirements.
2. UTE, a set of algorithms that describes the subset of an input records that explain why actual
results of a query are deviated from a user-specified values.
3. MedVis, a system to contently structure a set of interesting visualizations in order to pro-
vide a logical and understandable representation that exposes interesting attributes in high-
dimensional datasets.
All the proposed systems in thesis require minimal or zero knowledge about the underlying data.
ii
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The improvement of data storage and data acquisition techniques has led to huge accumulated data
volumes in a variety of applications. International research enterprises such as the Human Genome
and the Digital Sky Survey Projects are generating massive volumes of scientific data. Visualization
is an enabling technology which encompasses the science that deals with massive data processing,
display, and interaction to derive insight from big data. Data visualization is an essential tool for ex-
ploring, confirming, and communicating trends in big data, its utility goes well beyond just providing
pretty pictures [10, 63].
However, The term visualization usually refers to a cyclic process in which interaction with the
displayed visualization should trigger further processing and analysis [63]. Analyzing data is a data
exploration process, where the analyst attempts to both discover and understand trends and patterns
hidden in the data by different ways such as: outlier detection, correlation identification, and pattern
changing recognition.
Today, the technology development and usage trends have continued to change the data analysis
research objectives in two contradictory directions. On one side, datasets that are gathered from
timely increasing sources, such as financial markets, sensor deployments, and network monitoring,
are also growing in size, dimensionality, and complexity. On the opposite side, the lower costs and
increasing availability to acquire, store, and process data is extending the data analysts community
to include more and more non-professional and apprentice developers [25]. These trends become an
immanent challenge for the research community to propose systems are both easy to use for a wide
range of users, and effectively explore large and diverse datasets.
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1.2 Data Visualization
Data visualization is both an art and a science [5] which encompasses the creation and study of the
visual representation of data to communicate information clearly and efficiently. It is a field that
has inputs from many disciplines such as the use of principles, concepts, techniques and theories
come from multiple backgrounds: statistics, mathematics, programming, web design, semiotic or
psychology. Data visualization is considered as the most commonly used tool in a data analyst’s
toolbox to visually explore data, detect anomalies, correlations, and recognize patterns and trends.
Although, the state of the art systems in data visualization assist analysts to explore, organize, present
data. But, the generation of these visualizations is still a manual through tools like Excel or Tableau
[96]. With the rise of interest in data science and the need to originate value from data, the necessity
for effective analysis of data is broadly recognized today and many tools aim to support data scientists
from industry and science with this task [74, 30].
Current visualization tools such as Excel, Fusion Tables, Polaris and Tableau [29, 62, 91, 97, 96]
provide a powerful set of approaches to manually create and specify visualizations. These tools elim-
inate the need for any programming or query languages skills. However, as the analysis process gets
sophisticated according to high-dimensional, large volume datasets, they expose numerous limita-
tions:
• Poor of data exploration to unexplored areas: according to the growth of both dimensionality
and cardinality in datasets, exploring all parts of a dataset is challenging with current systems.
In many cases, some attributes of the dataset are never touched or visualized, while other por-
tions of the dataset are regularly visualized. For instances, analysts may visualize total sales
per product while ignoring store locations or store size. This emphasis on a tiny piece of data
becomes more challenging when the user is unfamiliar or has little knowledge about the dataset.
In addition, most of existing visualization tools try to avoid frequent access to the database by
managing their own results by caching in memory and executing data transformations directly.
However, this approach has some downsides; these tools duplicate basic database operations,
such as filtering and aggregation [106, 12, 108]. Moreover, current tools assume that all raw
data and metadata fit entirely in memory.
• Limited data Enrichment and user preferences: As a result of supporting collaborations in cur-
rent tools through sharing for both viewing and editing by others, which attracts different levels
of users. However, analysts must specify each candidate visualization individually and manu-
ally study if it satisfies the desired criteria [96, 74]. Existing tools have restricted capabilities to
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mine the data for interesting values, trends, and patterns to enrich a visualization. Furthermore,
existing tools do not utilize historical user behavior while identifying appropriate visualizations
while support user aesthetic features.
• No comprehensive context on data: Existing tools provide users no context for the visualization
rather than viewing and editing. Users must generate related visualizations manually and check
if correlations or explanations can be identified. Visual analytics tools should present interesting
values, trends, and patterns in an appropriate manner to reveal the data interestingness while
considering data characteristics during the analysis process.
However, such characteristics should include data distributions overview, providing an under-
standing of correlated attributes, and recognizing the change in patterns using regression, asso-
ciation rules, or clustering [96, 98]. Current tools do not provide any concrete approaches to get
a high-level summary of typical trends in the visualizations of a dataset. Recent research work
proposed systems for visualization recommendations [94, 95, 103, 89] however, these systems
still unable to meet all recommendation criteria in various aspects like diversity, relevance,
coverage and usefulness of of recommended visualizations.
1.3 Data Explanation
Recently, a deeper level of data exploration has emerged enabling users to infer anomalies in their
queries and try to understand trends and general patterns by fitting models or aggregating data. This
exploration level strives to explain why a particular anomaly exists within a query result by providing
a set of explanations. These explanations are precisely a set of alterations, such that when applied on
the original query cause anomalies to disappear. Trends are pattern changes in business applications
generated based on SQL aggregated queries. Additionally, a user expected trend is a particular pattern
change in data was supposedly happen based on businesses studies.
Although most of existing tools are effective at emphasizing outliers and anomalies in data, it
is significantly more problematic to determine the reasons behind them. However, there are some
challenges in finding explanations in databases such as the difficulty of defining and computing in-
terventions for complex datasets and queries. Furthermore, the number of possible combinations
increases exponentially with the dimensionality of the dataset and it becomes unfeasible for manual
testing[25, 77].
Several projects from databases and data mining research communities were proposed to provide
explanations and to support interactive data exploration. some of this work have explored definitions
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of causality e.g. [75] in terms of intervention: an input is said to be a cause if we can affect the
output by changing just the value of that input, while keeping all others unchanged, In the context of
data provenance, Meliou et al. [71, 70] define influence in the terms of boolean expressions, where
an input tuple’s influence over a result tuple is relative to the minimum number of additional tuples
that required be added to or removed from the database to toggle the result tuple’s existence [105].
An essential work by Wu and Madden defined the notion of tuple influence of a predicate on a given
result based on sensitivity analysis [50] and developed the Scorpion system to search search for most
influential predicates over the input data.
1.4 Challenges
In the following subsections, we will describe the problem of automatically identifying interest-based
visualization in large datasets, we demonstrate the applicability of this problem by an example in
subsection 1.4.1. In subsection 1.4.2, we extend the problem introduced in subsection 1.4.1 and
propose the second problem of structuring the discovered visualizations hierarchically to expose the
interestingness of data. Then, in subsection 1.4.3, we formally introduce the third problem in this
thesis by illustrating the problem of finding explanations of user-specified trends in aggregate queries.
1.4.1 Discovering Interest-based Visualizations
Working with high-dimensional datasets, identifying visualizations that show interesting variations
and trends in data is non-trivial. Firstly, it requires examining a huge search space of generated
queries, possibly exponential while considering the increase the data dimensionality. In addition,
defining and computing the interestingness of data is challenging. Moreover, Exhaustively exploring
this search space is not practical and experiences enormous CPU and I/O costs. Interactive visualiza-
tion analytics tools such as Tableau, Polaris,ShowMe, and Fusion Tables [29, 62, 91, 97, 96] provide
some features for automatically recommending the best visualization for a dataset but it is limited to
aesthetics features.
SeeDB [95], defined a deviation from a certain reference dataset is simple criterion for judging
the interestingness of a visualization. It considers a visualization is likely to be interesting if it dis-
plays large deviations from some reference (e.g. another dataset, historical data, or the entire of the
data). SeeDB is the first recommendation system that applies the use of variation from a reference to
recommend interesting visualizations. Profiler [51], is visualization tool that explores the data space
to detect anomalies then recommends the best binning for the horizontal axis of a visualization. It
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decides which granularity is appropriate to bin on in order to depict the most interesting relation-
ships in data. To illustrates the need for an automatic visualizations technique to identify interesting
visualizations let’s start with the following example:
Example 1.1. A real, large and structured database called GoCard with 4.4 million tuples which
represents trips details of the public transportation system of the Brisbane city in Australia. Each
tuple is a record that represents a trip using either a bus, a ferry or a train, with 12 dimensions
describing that trip with more details. Suppose the analytic team is studying the performance of two
routes namely 411 and 412 that travel towards the city from a particular boarding stop: University of
Queensland (UQ). These buses have received a lot of passenger complaints due to poor performance.
The analyst would begin to execute the equivalent of the following SQL query and pull all data from
the database for buses 411 and 412, then search for the dimensions that appear to explain the increase
in received complaints.
Q = SELECT * FROM GoCard WHERE route in ("411,412");
Next, the analyst would use an interactive GUI interface to generate all possible visualizations of
the query result. Thereafter, s(he) manually studies all generated visualizations to find interesting
visualizations that might reveal and explain the reason behind the increase of complaints. 
Definition 1.1. A Visualization: is a 2D traditional bar or line chart consists of a group by dimension
attribute represents x-axis while y-axis shows an aggregated attribute referred as (mesaure) using an
aggregate function. Figure 1.1 shows a simple visualization.
Exploring and studying this number visualizations manually is challenging and requires both
knowledge and laborious work especially for high dimensional datasets. Hence, There’s an urgent
need for automatic visualization recommendation techniques that recommend the analyst the most in-
teresting visualization in large datasets. Figure 1.1 shows that Average passengers of boarding stop for
routes 411 and 412 is considered to be the most interesting visualization. This because; the Visualiza-
tion in Figure 1.1 depicts high average number of passengers in certain boarding stops e.g. Coldridge
Street ∼= 23 while the normal average number of passengers in the entire (reference) dataset is about
4 passenger per stop.
Recommending interest-based visualizations raises several research issues [40, 95]: Firstly, the
number of explored and evaluated visualizations that need to be considered is often large even for a
small dataset with a few number of attributes. For some datasets, simply generating each of these
visualizations can take many minutes. Secondly, evaluating these visualizations requires repeated
computations, retrieval the same underlying data, wasting time and computational resources. Third,
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Figure 1.1: Visualization of Average passengers per boarding stop for routes 411 and 412.
recommendations need to be made at interactive speeds, necessitating approximations that return
visualizations with slightly lower accuracy within specified budget constraints includes space size
and time limits. Addressing these challenges and trade-offs in our work and a detailed discussion in
Chapter 3.
1.4.2 Recommendations for hierarchical visualization
Although the problem in the previous subsection 1.4.1, finds a top (k) interest-based visualizations in
large datasets, it still has a main limitation is the recommended visualizations are based only on their
deviation scores and it ignores the coherence of dimensions, aggregate functions, and other attributes
that construct such visualizations. In Example 1.1, a visualization in Figure 1.1 might be interesting
and recommended as one of top (k) visualizations. But, the analyst still has no idea about which the
attribute (e.g. Boarding stop, alighting stop, and direction) or the aggregate function (average(trip
length), max(passengers) that makes the most interestingness in the dataset. This requires the analyst
to study all these top (k) visualizations in order to identify the impact of a certain dimension attribute
or an aggregate function which cause the most of the deviation.
To tackle such limitation, we extend the previous problem and address a new problem that defines
a notion of coherence over a visualization to generate a coherent tree from a set of interest-based
visualization according to their interestingness and coherence. The generated tree is hierarchically
created from dimensions, aggregate functions, and other attributes that construct such visualizations.
However, the tree reflects the intention that the visualizations should be organized from left to right
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based on the interestingness and importance score. Chapter 5, illustrates this problem and provides
more detailed discussion.
1.4.3 Trend Explanations of Aggregate Queries
Although numerous of existing visualization tools effectively discover outliers but, most of them
are unable to reason why a given set of outputs are outliers or detects explanations behind such
outliers. Thus, an advanced level of data exploration approaches is required to clarify reasons behind
a particular trend or pattern. To illustrate, suppose that the analyst team in example 1.1, wants to
understand why Coldridge Street boarding stop is about 5 times higher than the average number of
passengers while the normal average is only 4 passengers. Alternatively, what are the reasons of this
deviation?
Technically, what are the predicates that should be added to the original query to change the
average number of passengers of Coldridge Street stop to the normal average number 4 passengers
instead of 23 passengers?
The divergence in Figure 1.1 can be explained by the following predicate:
Q1: SELECT avg(Passengers), boarding stop FROM GoCard GROUP BY boarding stop where
(operation_date=’06-Mar-2013’).
Definition 1.2. Explanation: An explanation (e) is a set of conjunctive predicates P= {p1, p2, ..., ph},
where pi ∈ P is either a range of a continuous attribute or a set of containment clauses over a discrete
attribute.
Finding such predicates requires extensive exploration and examinations of all possible predicates
in the data space that contribute to the divergence of query results. Then, transforming high influ-
ence predicates into meaningful explanations to the user which makes this problem is non-trivial and
challenging due to the following factors:
• Exponential Search Space: Each single aggregate value needs to consider various combinations
of input tuples affecting the original results, which depends on properties of the aggregate
function itself. In the worst case, it resolves to evaluating all possible predicates (exponential
search space) which is inefficient for a small dataset.
• Intensive retrieval and computation costs: executing this possible number of modified aggre-
gate queries (predicates) is expensive and costly. Moreover, it requires to design efficient and
effective measures to decide which subset of input tuples cause the value to be deviated. Such
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Figure 1.2: Architectural summary of system contributions in this dissertation.
measures are challenging to design because it involves iterating over all possible subsets of
input tuples and applying the aggregate operator from scratch.
• Specification of User Expected Values: users want to go further to specify how much is an
outlier far from their expectations which makes the problem more complex. In addition, the
limitation of current approaches [105, 71] are based on exploration of the exponential search
space of datasets.
Chapter 4 presents our proposed innovative techniques and algorithms which address the efficiency
and effectiveness challenges involved in finding explanations of user-trends in aggregate queries.
1.5 Contributions
Motivated by the efficiency and effectiveness challenges mentioned above, this thesis contributes
innovative approaches and schemes that enrich the scope of analysis process. The techniques pro-
posed in this thesis, empower analytical tasks by allowing analysts to express questions about datasets
through a visual interface with minimum knowledge level about underlying data. Additionally, an-
swering those questions by providing interesting insights in terms of visualizations and comprehen-
sive explanations.
The general architecture and each of the system components are summarized and shown in Fig-
ure 1.2. The visualization system interprets user interactions, such as clicks and mouse drags, into
SQL queries submitted to the database. RtSEngine explores the data search space efficiently and ef-
fectively to recommend a set of top (k) interest-based visualizations. The visualization layer outputs
the discovered visualizations in a dashboard layout or organizes discovered visualizations in order to
create a hierarchical tree according to the user choice.
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The explanation system UTE takes user’s expectations on a given visualization to generate ex-
planations for expectations that the user specified. The architecture components are independent and
designed to run on top of existing database. Instead of extending existing systems to support these
functionalities, the proposed visualization management system is a concrete design that targets to
simplify many of the analysis, performance, and exploration challenges with current database and
visualization systems.
The integrated design enables a number of powerful visualization features such as those devel-
oped in this dissertation, as well as a number of promising end-to-end data visualization optimization
techniques. Specifically, this thesis makes the following key contributions:
• For discovering Interest-based visualizations, Chapter 3 identifies a new problem which ad-
dresses the limitations of current visualizations recommendation tools by including user-
specified constraints (exploration space size and exploration time limits ) to recommend top (k)
interesting visualizations according to a specified budget. Realtime Scoring Engine RtSEngine,
limits the exploration of visualizations by assessing priorities of recommended visualizations
according to their deviation utilities and costs.
• Priority evaluator component in Subsection 3.4.1 proposes a suit of efficient prioritizing algo-
rithms namely (Di f f Dval,Sela,DimsHisto) which utilize statistical features of attributes such
as number of distinct values, selectivity ratios, and data distribution, to early prioritize visu-
alizations. In addition, Cost evaluator component in Subsection 3.4.2, implements a set of
efficient approaches to approximate the retrieval and computations costs of the generated vi-
sualizations and to evaluate their estimated costs against their deviation utilities to recommend
high accuracy visualizations in the specified budgets.
• MedVis framework addresses the problem of constructing hierarchical tree in Subsection 5.3.3
and defines the notion of visualization coherence.MedVis was proposed to assist users to struc-
ture a set of interest-based visualizations hierarchically in Chapter 5 and automatically produces
a hierarchical tree based on their coherence.
• Furthure, chapter 4 introduces the problem of user-trend explanations and formalizes a notion
of uniformity over predicates in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes UTE system which searches
for uniform predicates in a single relation and utilizes the linear tuple-level search space rather
than the exponential predicate-level.
• Then, Subsection 4.4.3 presents a set of splitting algorithms namely; XTrend-Basic, XTrend-
Advanced and XTrend-Fast that solves predicates generation problem linearly. In addition,
9
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UTE propose a transformation approach that generates meaningful explanations (predicates) to
the user and evaluated the goodness of explanations in Subsection 4.4.4.
• Furthure, UTE optimizes the process of merging highly uniform predicates by employing geo-
metric features of the predicates list generated by UTE splitters using Geo Merger scheme in
Subsection 4.4.5.
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we present the preliminaries of big data visualizations
and explanations, and elaborates more on the related work. Chapter 3 presents our first contribution
for discovering Interest-based visualizations problem. Specifically, Section 3.4 provides innovative
schemes called RtsEngine to efficiently discover top (k) visualizations based on a special case of
budget constraints, i.e., exploration space and time limits. Subsection 3.4.1, describes prioritizing
approaches to suggest promising visualizations and prune low-priority ones. In subsection 3.4.2, we
propose efficient approximation and optimization techniques to estimate the retrieval and computation
costs of interesting visualizations.
In Chapter 4, we formulate the Explanations of Trends in Aggregate Queries problem in sec-
tion 4.3 and address its computational hardness by proposing present UTE that explains outliers in
the result of aggregation queries in section 4.4. 4.4.3 illustrates the optimization techniques for UTE
system. Chapter 5 describes the third problem of recommendations of hierarchical visualization. We
formulate this problem in subsection 5.3.3 and presented our proposed approaches in subsection 5.4.2.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and provides suggestions for future studies in the area of big
data visualizations and query refinement.
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Literature Review
This chapter starts with a broad overview of data visualization approaches discussed in recent litera-
ture which were proposed to facilitate efficient and effective knowledge extraction. In section 2.1 We
investigate the shortcomings and limitations of these techniques. Then, in subsection 2.1.1 it narrows
down the discussion medical visualization systems. Section 2.2 broadly provides the illustration on
data explanations approaches in databases.
In addition, subsection 2.2.1 explore in detail influential explanations techniques proposed to ad-
dress similar constraints and problems to those in this thesis. subsection 2.2.2 presents a wide of
overview of query transformation techniques including How-to and Why-Not Queries problems.
2.1 Data Visualization Approaches
Visual data exploration is often described as a partnership between analyst and computer, with each
partner providing unique and complementary capabilities[6, 22]. Existing exploration tools share
a number of characteristics [31, 104, 65]: users might be unexperienced with datasets, these goals
usually are vague and ambiguous. For most of analysis tasks, users may either query for specific
information or navigate to gain insights on pieces of data such as detecting outliers, discovering cor-
relation patterns, or detecting changes in trends. However, such tools may implement interfaces such
as faceted browsers [107] and dynamic queries [88, 4] to assist users in discovering interesting items.
Furthermore, Rx[67] and Reactive Vega[85] are examples of event-driven languages that support de-
sign for visualization and front-end programming. Popular toolkits such as D3 [13], protovis [11] and
matplotlib [39] are highly expressive, however they require low-level programming that impedes the
ability to quickly iterate and do not scale to large datasets.
Interactive Data Visualization Tools have interested the research community over the past few
years, and it has presented a number of interactive data analytics tools such as ShowMe, Polaris,
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Spotfire and Tableau [51, 62, 52, 26, 3]. Other tools proposed different visualization languages [86,
100] to produce various charts. Similar visualization specification tools have also been introduced by
the database community, including Fusion Tables [29] and the Devise [60] toolkit. Unlike SeeDB,
which recommends visualizations automatically by exploring the entire views space, these tools place
the onus on the analyst to specify the visualization to be generated. For datasets with a large number
of attributes, it is unfeasible for the analyst to manually study all the attributes; hence, interactive
visualization needs to be augmented with automated visualization techniques.
A few recent systems have attempted to automate some aspects of data analysis and visualization.
Profiler is one such automated tool that allows analysts to detect anomalies in data [51]. Another
related tool is VizDeck [52], in given a dataset, depicts all possible 2-D visualizations on a dashboard
that the user can control by reordering or pinning visualizations. Given that VizDeck generates all
visualizations however, it is only meant for small datasets; and VizDeck does not discuss techniques
to speed-up the generation of these visualizations.
Voyager 2 [104] suggests univariate summaries to help analysts begin an exploration, and recom-
mends charts related to the current focus view. Voyager 2 integrates a graphical specification interface
with wildcards to assist users to specify constraints in CompassQL which produces a ranked collection
of charts rather than just a single chart. earlier system named Voyager [103] creates a large number
of visualizations and organizes them by relevance on a large, scrolling canvas.
DataSite [22] is a proactive visual analysis system that turns analysis process into a discussion
between analyst and computer to reduce the cognitive load and domain knowledge requirements.
DataSite generates a list of dynamically notifications arising from a computation engine to stimulate
the analyst’s sense making through brief descriptions of computational modules along corresponding
charts.
Declarative grammar-based languages such as the Grammar of Graphics [101] are expressive
domain-specific languages designed for rapid iteration, however they do not scale beyond their
host environments of SPSS and R [25]. Recent systems address these scalability limitations by ei-
ther adopting specific data management techniques such as columnar data representation [51], pre-
computation [59], indexing [57], sampling [1], speculation [48], and aggregation [8, 99], or devel-
oping two-tiered architectures where the visualization client composes and sends queries to a data
management backend [41, 91]. The former approaches are optimized towards properties of specific
applications or visualization types and may not be broadly applicable.
Statistical analysis and graphing packages such as R, SAS and Matlab could also be used generate
visualizations, but they lack the ability to filter and recommend ’interesting’ visualizations.
OLAP: there has been some work on browsing data cubes, allowing analysts to variously find
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explanations for why two cube values were different, to find which neighboring cubes have similar
properties to the cube under consideration, or get suggestions on what unexplored data cubes should
be looked at next [43, 81, 83].
Database Visualization Work: Fusion tables [29] allow users to create visualizations layered on
top of web databases; they do not consider the problem of automatic visualization generation. Devise
[32] translated user-manipulated visualizations into database queries.
Although the aforementioned approaches provide assistance in query visualization, they lack
the ability to automatically recommend interesting visualizations, except SeeDB which provides
different optimization techniques to automatically recommend interesting visualizations while
avoiding unnecessary visualizations by utilizing two kinds of optimization techniques as explained
next.
Visualizations Pruning in SeeDB: SeeDB implemented an execution engine to reduce latency in as-
sessing the collection of aggregate views which it applies two kinds of optimizations: sharing, where
aggregate view queries are combined to share computation as much as possible, and pruning, where
aggregate view queries corresponding to low utility visualizations are dropped from consideration
without scanning the whole dataset.
SeeDB developed a phased execution framework, each phase operates on a subset of the dataset.
Phase i of n operates on the ith of n equally-sized partitions of the dataset. The execution engine
begins with the entire set of aggregate views as follows: during phase i,the SeeDB [94] modifies
partial results for the views still under consideration using the ith fraction of the dataset. The execution
engine applies sharing-based optimizations to minimize scans on this ith fraction of the dataset. At the
end of phase i, the execution engine uses pruning-based optimizations to determine which aggregate
views to discard. The partial results of each aggregate view on the fractions from 1 through i are used
to estimate the quality of each view, and the views with low utility are discarded.
The execution engine uses pruning optimizations to determine which aggregate views to discard.
Specifically, partial results for each view based on the data processed so far are used to estimate utility
and views with low utility are discarded. SeeDB execution engine supports two pruning schemes. The
first uses confidence-interval techniques to bound utilities of views, while the second uses multi-armed
bandit allocation strategies to find top utility views.
1. Confidence Interval-Based Pruning: The first pruning scheme uses worst-case statistical con-
fidence intervals derived from the Hoeffding-Serfling inequality [87] to bound views utilities.
This technique is similar to top-k based pruning algorithms developed in other contexts [87]. It
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Figure 2.1: Confidence Interval-based Pruning
works as follows: during each phase, it keeps an estimate of the mean utility for every aggregate
view Vi and a confidence interval around that mean. At the end of a phase [93, 94, 15], it applies
the this rule to prune low-utility views: If the upper bound of the utility of view Vi is less than
the lower bound of the utility of k or more views, then Vi is discarded.
For more discussion, consider a dataset has 5 views V1 to V5 as shown in Figure 2.1 and we want
to get the top-2 views. At the end of phase p, views V1−V5 have confidence intervals shown
in Figure 2.1. The highest estimates for utility so far are views V1−V2. In case of top-3 views,
still the rule applies and becomes the highest utility estimation are V1−V3. views. However, the
confidence interval for V4 lies entirely below the lower-bounds of V1 and V2 and the same for
view V5. Thus, both views V4 and V5 are pruned and would not count for the next phase.
This approach is dependent on the data type at it computes the mean utility for every aggregate
view. In addition, some aggregate functions such as MAX and MIN are not docile for estimation.
2. Multi-Armed Bandit Pruning: Second pruning scheme employs a Multi-Armed Bandit strat-
egy (MAB) [94, 15]. In MAB, an online algorithm repeatedly chooses from a set of alternatives
over a sequence of trials to maximize reward. This variation is identical to the problem ad-
dressed by SeeDB: the goal is find the visualizations (arms) with the highest utility (reward).
Specifically, SeeDB adapts the Successive Accepts and Rejects algorithm from [15] to find arms
with the highest mean reward.
At the end of every phase, views that are still under consideration are ranked in order of their
utility means. Then it computes two differences between the utility means: ∆1 is the difference
between the highest mean and the k+ 1st highest mean, and ∆n is the difference between the
lowest mean and the kth highest mean. If ∆1 is greater than ∆n, the view with the highest mean
is accepted as being part of the top-k (and it no longer participates in pruning computations).
On the other side, if ∆n is higher, the view with the lowest mean is discarded from the set of
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views in the running. [6] proves that under certain assumptions about reward distributions, the
above technique identifies the top-k arms with high probability.
Unfortunately, both MAX and MIN are not amenable to sampling-based optimizations, as is
commomly well-known in the approximate query processing literature [93, 94, 15, 16, 45].
3. Sharing optimizations: since each visualization is translated into two queries that are exe-
cuted independently on the DBMS, SeeDB [94, 15] applies three types optimizations meth-
ods to share retrieval and computations costs. Firstly, SeeDB converts multiple aggregate
quires that contain same group-by attribute to a single query with multiple aggregations. For
instance, views (a1,m1, f1), (a1,m2, f2), ..., (a1,mx, fy) can be combined into a single view
(a1,{m1,m2, ....mx},{ f1, f2, ....., fy}). Although, this method execute a single query over the
underlying database but, the modified query still might take longer execution time depend on
both the number and type of aggregate functions.
Secondly, SeeDB combines queries along different group-by attributes however, it is challeng-
ing to determine the optimal grouping of attributes. This because the number of distinct groups
for a set of attributes a1,a2, ...,ak is obtained by ∏ki=1 with respects to the memory budget.
SeeDB uses the standard first-fit algorithm [46] to find the optimal grouping of dimension at-
tributes. Finally, SeeDB executes various queries in parallel to reduce retrieval times but SeeDB
is limited to define the accurate number of parallel queries.
SeeDB pruning schemes experience some limitations, as they assume fixed data distribution
[94, 93] for sampling to estimate the utility of views and require large samples for pruning low
utility views with high guarantees. Moreover, aggregate functions MAX and MIN are not docile to
sampling-based optimizations.
Offline visualizations in SeeDB: SeeDB prunes redundant views [94] : For each table, it first deter-
mines the entire space of aggregate views. Next, it prunes all aggregate views containing attributes
with 0 or low variance since corresponding visualizations are unlikely to be interesting. Furthermore,
SeeDB identifies clusters of attributes that are strongly correlated with each other and select to display
a visualization of one of those correlated attributes. For each remaining view Vi, SeeDB computes the
distribution for reference views on the entire dataset. The resulting distributions are then clustered
based on pairwise correlation. From each cluster, SeeDB selects one view to compute as a cluster
representative and store stubs of clustered views for sub-sequent use. At run time, the view generator
accesses previously generated view stubs, removes redundant views and passes the remaining stubs
to the execution engine.
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2.1.1 Medical visualization Systems
To support visual sense-making in medical diagnosis, INVISQUE [35, 102] is an interactive visual-
ization system proposed such as physical index cards on a two dimensional workspace. INVISQUE
provides some features to support annotating, re-visiting, and merging two clusters. It discusses es-
sential problems in designing medical diagnostic displays that can improve the review of a patient’s
medical history [35]. A recent work, SubVIS [38] is a visualization tool which assists the user to
analyze and interactively explore computed subspaces to discover insights in highly dimensional and
complex patient’s datasets.
SubVIS [38] introduces an analysis workflow to visually explore subspace clusters from various
perspectives and it tackles some subspace clustering challenges such as difficulty of interpretation
patient results, redundancy detection in subspaces and clusters, and multiple clustering results for
different parameter settings. Martinez et al. introduce a visual analytic and visualization platform
(VAVP) adapted from Kimball technical system architecture [54], for injury prevention and control
(IPC). VAVP involves the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis, interpretation and dissemination
of data on injury-related events to support public health action and to reduce morbidity, disability and
mortality due to intentional and unintentional injuries.
Ko and Chang illustrate procedures to explore healthcare data of colon cancer patients using
Tableau. The dataset was obtained from Korean1 health insurance claims between 2012 and 2013
provided by the Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service to assist users to express the de-
sired format using filters, drop-down lists, the calculated field. However, this procedure is limited for
beginners.
Mittelstädt et al. proposed a visual analytic system for adverse drug detections to analyze corre-
lations among various a number of drugs related variables and identify unexpected data features in
large heterogeneous databases. The proposed approach applies statistical computations and advanced
interfaces to enable experts to detect relevant low frequency events, however, this system still needs
user’s supervision to validate results.
2.2 Data Explanations Approaches
Several projects from databases and data mining research communities were proposed to provide
explanations and to support interactive data exploration, e.g., user ratings on sites like Yelp and IMDB
[24], access log and security permissions [9]. Kanagal et al. [49] studied the problem of computing
1http://opendata.hira.or.kr/op/opc/selectStcPblc.do?sno=11201odPblcTpCd=002searchCnd=searchWrd=pageIndex=1
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top-k influential variables and top-k explanations to answer "why a tuple is in the output", or "why
the probability of an output tuple is greater than another one" in probabilistic databases.
Explanations in Databases: Wu and Madden [105] proposed the Scorpion system to provide
explanations for user aggregated queries over a single relation. Scorpion uses a set of user-specified
outlier and hold-out points in a given aggregate query result to output top-K predicates which make
outliers disappear. Wu and Madden developed a notion of predicate influence based on sensitivity
analysis [79] in the context of data provenance [69] to define how the probability of a result tuple is
influenced by an input tuple. Although Scorpion provides explanations in terms of predicates but, it
fails to provide a concrete method of how much high or low outliers should be bounded.
The optimization techniques used in Scorpion [2, 14] to speed-up the evaluations of predicates are
based on the incremental properties of aggregate functions such as sum, avg, stddev. Though, multiple
performance limitations arise for user-specified aggregate functions or when an aggregate function is
considered as a black-box. Further, their approach in generating predicates for independent aggregate
functions using regression trees [14] depends on user-specified threshold, which is quite difficult for
end-users to define. More detailed discussion about Scorpion optimization techniques in the following
subsection 2.2.1.
Roy and Suciu extended the model presented in [105] and proposed a formal framework for defin-
ing explanations to complex SQL queries over database schemas involving multiple relations and
foreign key constraints. However, their framework limits predicates to be conjunctive predicates of
atomic equality predicates on tables. Chalamalla et al. proposed DBRx system for data cleaning
which takes defined quality rules over the output and generates explanations of the errors seen on the
output. The system proposed weight-based approach to annotate the lineage of target violations in
source tuples. In contrast to UTE, DBRx [17, 25] traverses the query’s operator tree top-down and
distributes the weights to the result’s operator lineage.
OLAP Data cubes: Sarawagi el al.[80] proposed Diff operator to to generate summary tuples that
explain why two subcubes’ values differ assist users to find reasons for drops or increases observed at
an aggregated level. It is based on an information theoretic formulation for expressing the reasons of
why subcubes’ values are different. RELAX [84] assists users to propagate from a specific problem
case in multidimensional hierarchal data cubes (e.g. drop in sales of a store in a specific region) and
returns a wider context in which the problem occurs.
Another exploration work [82], recommends interesting subcubes during navigation based on
previously seen subcubes by the analyst to estimate the expected values for next drill-down sessions.
MRI [23] automatically provides a meaningful interpretation of ratings based on the idea of data cube.
This work implements randomized hill exploration algorithms in order to discover interesting cuboid
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Figure 2.2: Threshold function curve as in fmax
in OLAP cubes.
PerfXplain [53] explains relative performances questions (i.e., why some jobs have faster runtimes
than others) of pairs of MapReduce jobs. PerfXplain provides a query language named PXQL for
expressing performance queries and produces explanations from past MapReduce executions logs.
In contrast, Our contribution allows users to: 1) tame the exponential search space via working
with a linear one instead, and 2) enable far more accurate explanations that are possible with tuples,
not predicates.
2.2.1 Influential Explanations Approaches
Wu and Madden defined a notion of the influence of predicates derived from sensitivity analysis [79]
and proposed the Scorpion [105, 25] system to explore a set of all possible explanations and outputs
explantion e∗ has the maximum influence for user aggregated queries over a single relation. Scorpion
[105, 25] proposed two partitioning algorithms namely Decision Tree (DT) and Bottom-Up (MC)
partitioners. (DT) and (MC) algorithms are designed to split the attribute space of an input group and
create a set of predicates.
Decision Tree (DT) Algorithm DT is a top-down partitioning algorithm for independent aggre-
gates, that recursively splits the exponential space to generate predicates where tuples of an input
group within a predicate have similar influence. DT re-uses the regression tree framework [14] to
minimize the distribution of influence values within a given partition. Scorpion [105, 25] suggested
error metric threshold for partitions that don’t contain influential tuples. To attain that, DT applies a
decreasing function which defines a value is based on the maximum influence in each partition in fmax,
the upper, in fu, and lower in fl bounds of the influence values in the dataset as shown in figure 2.2.
Scorpion [105, 25] computes the threshold as:
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threshold(θ ) = ω ∗ (in fu− in fl)
ω = min(τmin+ s∗ (in fu− in fmax),τmax)
s =
τmin− τmax
(1− p) ∗ in fu− p∗ in fl
where ω is the error as depicted in Figure 2.2, s is the slope of the downward curve, p = 0.5 is
the inflection point when the threshold starts to decrease, and τmax and τmin are the maximum and
minimum threshold values.
Although the proposed decreasing function can reduce the number of predicates within a certain
error rate, but DT still needs to compute the influence on all of the input tuples. In addition, DT applies
a sampling algorithm to estimate a sampling rate in a dataset by specifying additional parameter
ε represents the percentage of influential tuples in a cluster. However, DT optimizations put the
ounce of the effort to the user since DT requires to specify additional information such as maximum
influence, lower and upper bounds influence values in a given dataset. This kind of information
requires previous knowledge about the distribution of data which is challenging for users.
Bottom-Up (MC) Algorithm The second proposed partitioner MC is a bottom-up subspace clus-
tering [2, 105, 25] algorithm for independent, anti-monotonic aggregates, such as COUNT and SUM.
MC initially splits each continuous attribute into fixed size units, and every discrete attribute by the
number of distinct attribute values. Each iteration computes the intersection of all units kept from the
previous iteration whose dimensionality differ by exactly one attribute. Then, Non-dense units are
pruned, and the remaining units are kept for the next iteration. MC searches for influential single-
attribute predicates, and intersect them to construct multi-attribute predicates. MC improves the influ-
ence by adding additional dimensions that refine the predicates by merging adjacent predicates after
each iteration and pruning low influence predicates.
Although, Scorpion [105, 25] proposed DT and MC to partition attributes space and generate
a set of influential predicates but, these algorithms still work on exponential space and requires
additional information spcified by the user. Unlike our proposed splitters XTrend Basic and Xtrend
Fast Splitters that navigate the attributes space lineraly, merge only essential attributes to produce
meaningful explanations with no knowledge required about the dataset. Subsection 4.4.3 in Chapter
4, provides more detailed discussion on UTE Splitting Approaches and Section 4.4.3, Section 4.4.3
illustrate both XTrend Basic and Xtrend Fast Splitters.
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2.2.2 Query Transformation
A number of database researches have introduced the query transformation problem of either the
input dataset or the user’s SQL to cause desired changes in the result set. Moreover, a reverse data
management problem involves to answer how should the input change in order to achieve the desired
output in databases. Tiresias [68, 72] is the first system that allows users to specify large set of
constrained optimization problems as input to a Mixed Integer Program solver using TiQL (Tiresias
Query Language) which generates a solution. TiQL is based on standard Datalog that translates
queries into a Mixed Integer Program and uses a standard MIP solver. Tiresias allows users to explore
what hypothetical change to make to the database in order to improve Key Performance Indicators for
the enterprise.
Meliou et al. focus on determining the causes of a set of unexpected results conditioned on some
prior knowledge of the correctness of another set of results. The VCC [71] proposes view-conditioned
causality and responsibility to solve tracing errors; which uses a SAT solver to provide similar func-
tionality to errors as the result of boolean expressions. However, the proposed solutions make tuple-
at-a-time modifications to the database, rather than predicate-at-a-time. However, these techniques
need to translate relevant database contents into the MIP problem, which limits the scalability to tens
or low hundreds of tuples [25].
The Why Not? problem [18, 37, 92] seeks to understand why records that should be in the result
are not present. Huang et. al [37] focus on providing provenance-style explanations for non-answers
and presented a conceptual framework for reporting the provenance of potential answers for SPJ
queries. Tran and Chan proposed ConQueR for explaining why-not questions based on automati-
cally generating refined queries for SPJ queries with aggregation that involve comparison constraints.
Tiresias [68] explore how to change the database state on a per-tuple basis, whereas an alternative
formulation of the problem focuses on changes to the SQL query [18, 92]. In contrast, the discussed
problems modify the generated predicates to expressive explanations by exploring different attributes,
a detailed discussion Subsection 4.4.4 in Chapter 4.
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This chapter presents our contributions towards recommendations for Query Visualization,
Interest-based Visualization problem, and introduces our proposed framework RtSEngine to recom-
mend a set of Interest-based Visualizations within certain constraints. Those constraints are specified
as exploration time limit and number of explored visualizations (referred as space size). This chapter
is organized as follows: the next section 3.1 provides a brief introduction on Query Visualization and
presents a discussion example. Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 discuss some background and prelimi-
naries for recommendation of interest-based Visualization problem. These preliminaries include the
design model and the formal problem definition.
Section 3.4 presents RtSEngine framework recommends a set of aggregate views that are consid-
ered interesting because of their abnormal deviations within specified constraints. Subsection 3.4.1
presents the first module of RtSEngine framework and illustrates proposed approaches Di f fDVal,
Sela, and DimsHisto for prioritizing the dimension attributes. subsection 3.4.2 describes the second
module of RtSEngine Cost Estimator approximates costs of space exploration and computing the
deviations of a visualization to evaluate its costs against the utility.
Lastly, Section 3.5 shows datasets and evaluation metrics during experiments. More detailed
discussion on experiments will be found in Section 3.6, Subsection 3.6.1 shows Quality Evaluation
of proposed approaches across different aggregate functions. Subsection 3.6.2 and Subsection 3.6.3
discuss Accuracy and Efficiency Evaluation. In addition, Subsection 3.6.4 presents Time Limit (tl)
experiemnts and 3.6.5 illustrates Evaluations of cost estimation schemes.
3.1 Introduction
The improvement of data storage and data acquisition techniques has led to huge accumulated data
volumes in a variety of applications. International research enterprises such as the Human Genome
and the Digital Sky Survey Projects are generating massive volumes of scientific data. A major
challenge with these datasets is to glean insights from them to discover patterns or to originate rela-
tionships. The analysis of these massive, typically messy and inconsistent volumes of data is indeed
crucial and challenging in many application domains.
The research community has introduced a number of visualizations tools to guide and help ana-
lysts in exploring the data space to extract potentially useful information. However, when working
with high-dimensional datasets, identifying visualizations that show interesting variations and trends
in data is not trivial: the analyst must manually specify a large number of visualizations, explore
relationships among various attributes, and examine different subsets of data before discovering visu-
alizations that are interesting or insightful.
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Though, exploring all possible visualizations involves complex challenges. It is a costly and time
consuming process especially when the dimensionality is high. Furthermore, the rapid growth of
databases becomes multifaceted in their channels and dimensionality thus, the transition from static
analysis to real-time analytics represents a fundamental paradigm shift in the field of Big Data.
We introduce in this chapter our proposed framework: Realtime Scoring Engine (RtSEngine)
that assists analysts to limit the exploration of visualizations for a specified number of visualizations
and/or certain execution time quote to recommend a set of visualizations that meet analysts’ bud-
gets. In this Chapter, we introduce our framework RtSEngine in Section 3.4 that contains two main
modules: Priority Evaluator and Cost Estimator, which recommend a set of visualizations efficiently
within the specified constraints. Section 3.5 shows experimental results for our proposed algorithms
on two real datasets.
3.2 Background
Data visualization is one of the most common tools for identifying trends and finding anomalies
in Big Data. However, with high-dimensional datasets, identifying visualizations that effectively
present interesting variations or patterns in the data is a non-trivial task: analysts typically build a
large number of visualizations optimizing for a range of visualization types, appealing features, and
more before arriving at one that shows something valuable.
For datasets with large number of dimensions, it is extremely exhaustive for analysts to manually
study all the dimensions; hence, interactive data visualization needs to be boosted with automated
visualizations recommendation techniques. Interactive visualization analytics tools such as Tableau,
ShowMe, and Fusion Tables [29, 62, 91] provide some features for automatically recommending the
best visualization for a dataset. However, these features are restricted to a set of aesthetic rules (e.g.,
color, fonts, styles, ... etc) that guide which visualization is most appropriate.
Profiler [51], is another visualization tool which explores all data space to detect anomalies in
data and recommends the best binning for the horizontal x axis of a visualization. It decides which
granularity is appropriate to bin on to depict the most interesting relationships among data. Profiler
[51] maintains a data cube in memory and uses it to support rapid user interactions. While this
approach is possible when the dimensionality and cardinality are small, it cannot be used with large
tables and ad-hoc queries with high dimensional data, which is the norm of scientific databases.
In the bio-medical data analysis domain, INVISQUE [35, 102] was proposed as a visual sense-
making system to support information analysis for medical diagnosis. INVISQUE illustrates the
similarity between the information analysis during intelligence analysis and medical diagnosis based
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Figure 3.1: Snippet from the GoCard relational database schema with a representative sample. Each
row represents one trip with a bus, a ferry or a train with 12 dimensions describing the details of that
trip.
on a Sense-Making Loop and a Data-Frame model. To overcome the challenges of exploring high-
dimensional patients data, SubVIS [38] was recently proposed as a visualization tool to interactively
explore bio-medical data by utilizing subspace analysis algorithms to cluster data into sub clusters
and show the relationships that exist among them.
Another example of tools that recommend visualizations is VizDeck [52]. VizDeck recommends
visualizations based on the statistical properties of small datasets and adopts a card game metaphor to
help organize the recommended visualizations into interactive visual dashboard.
For large scale datasets, SeeDB [94] was proposed to automatically recommend interesting visu-
alizations based on distance metrics which compute deviations among the probability distributions
of the visualizations. SeeDB presents different levels of optimizations to decrease the latency and
maintain the quality of visualizations such as sharing computations and combined query executions.
Although, these analytic tools present various approaches and measures to asses the interesting-
ness of data, they still have to explore all possible visualizations to recommend a subset of interesting
visualizations. Exploring the entire data space and all visualizations is almost impossible with the
limited time and resources, especially when data is growing in both the dimensionality and cardinal-
ity. As a result, shifting from static analytics to realtime analytics is essential because of the rapid
data accumulation when compared with a constant human cognitive capacity. Indeed this is a chal-
lenging problem. An interactive visualizations recommendation tool needs to explore the data space
intelligently by discounting unnecessary visualizations and recommend only the essential ones while
preserving the quality of the results.
The following example illustrates the need for an automatic visualizations technique to identify
interesting visualizations from a real, large and structured database called GoCard which represents
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Figure 3.2: Sample results of query Q1
and Qr
Figure 3.3: 2-D bar chart for query Q1
and Qr
Figure 3.4: Average trips length in minutes by boarding stop of Q1 and the reference Qr result into
high utility value, i.e., high interestingness
trips details of the public transportation system of the Brisbane city in Australia. Figure 3.1 shows a
snippet of the GoCard database schema and a small sample from the database out of the 4.4 million
tuples. Each tuple is a record that represents a trip using either a bus, a ferry or a train, with 12
dimensions describing that trip with more details.
Example 3.1. Consider a transportation analytic team that is undertaking a study for a particular
alighting stop: University of Queensland (UQ). This stop has received a lot of passengers complaints
due to poor performance, hence, it is being investigated by the team. Suppose that the team uses
the GoCard database to generate 2-dimensional visualizations (e.g., bar charts) which summarize all
recorded trips using different dimensions, then search for the ones that appear to explain the increase
in received complaints. To accomplish that, an analyst would begin by using a program’s GUI or a
custom query language to execute the equivalent of the following SQL query and pull all data from
the database for the alighting stop UQ:
Q = SELECT * FROM GoCard
WHERE alighting stop ="University of Queensland";
Next, the analyst would use an interactive GUI interface to generate all possible visualizations of
the query result. For instance, the analyst may visualize average trip length grouped by route, total
daily passengers grouped by direction, maximum trip length by boarding stop, and so on. Hence, the
analyst would manually study all these visualizations to find interesting insight or visualizations that
might explain the reason behind the increase of complaints. Indeed, exploring and studying all visu-
alizations is challenging especially for high dimensional datasets. Hence, an automatic visualization
recommendation technique should show the analyst the most interesting visualization based on the
alighting stop UQ.
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Figure 3.5: 2-Dimensional bar chart visualization generated by query Q1. The x-axis represents the
boarding stop, while the y-axis represents the average trip lengths in minutes, towards University of
Queensland stop.
Consider the visualization for the average trip length by boarding stop: it is generated by running
an operation equivalent to the following SQL query:
Q1 = SELECT boarding stop, AVG(trip length) FROM GoCard
WHERE alighting stop ="University of Queensland" GROUP BY boarding
stop;
Figure 3.5 shows the visualization of Q1’s result. Consequently, the visualization in Figure 3.5 hap-
pened to be the most interesting visualization. The reason is, when Q1’s result is compared with
entire data, it depicts long average trip length in some boarding stops which travels towards UQ that
are significantly different from the equivalent average of the trip lengths (equals 17.6 minutes) in the
entire dataset. Specifically, Q1’s result is compared against the following reference query Qr:
Qr = SELECT boarding stop, AVG(trip length) FROM GoCard
GROUP BY boarding stop;
The Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show a sample results of Q1 and Qr. 
Example 3.1 above suggests that visualizations which portray trend deviations from a reference
are potentially remarkable and of high interest.
Here, the average trip length grouped by boarding stops (Figure 3.5 ) is considered as the top
interesting visualization, among other visualizations such as total daily passengers grouped by direc-
tion, maximum trip length grouped by boarding stop, and so on. The reason is, it depicts long average
trip length in some boarding stops which travels towards UQ that are significantly different from the
equivalent average of the trip lengths (equals 17.6 minutes) in the entire dataset. As listed in Figure
3.2, ferry terminals scored longer trips to UQ than bus stops because ferries often take longer waiting
times among stops than buses.
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3.3 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
In this section, we present background details on visualizations in the context of structural databases.
We start by explaining how a visualization (or a view) is constructed by an SPJ SQL query. Then,
we define our scope of visualizations that our framework is focused on, and how to measure the
interestingness of a visualization based on a model proposed by [94] and another model that we
believe is important. Then, we formally present our problem statement.
3.3.1 Background and Scope
A visualization Vi is constructed by an SQL select-project-join query with a group-by clause over a
database D. The attributes in a database table are classified into two sets: dimension attributes set
A = {a1,a2, ...}, and measure attributes set M = {m1,m2, ...}. While the set F = { f1, f2, ...} contains
all aggregation functions. Hence, each visualization Vi is represented as a triple (a,m, f ), where a is
a group-by attribute applied to the aggregation function f on a measure attribute m.
We limit our scope of visualizations on the basic components found on most 2-dimensional vi-
sualization systems such as bar charts and line charts, as they satisfy a wide range of applications
requirements [47]. For instance, the Figure 3.3 represents a 2-D bar chart for the table in Figure 3.2.
As an example, Vi(D) visualizes the results of grouping the data in D by a, and then aggregating
the m values using f . This view is called the reference view. Consequently, Vi(DQ) represents a
similar visualization applied to the result set denoted as DQ for a given user query Q, and is called
the target view. An example of a target view is shown in Figure 3.5 where a is the boarding stops, m
is the trip length, and f is the average aggregation function.
Any combination of (a,m, f ) represents a view. Accordingly, we can define the total number of
possible views as follows:
View Space(SP) = 2×|A|× |M|× |F | (3.3.1)
Example 3.2. Using the GoCard database in Example 3.1, the dimensions within that database can
be classified as follows: the set of dimension attributes is A = {Operators, Operation date, Route,
Boarding stop, Alighting stop, Direction}, while the set of measure attributes is M = {trip length,
passengers by route, passengers no}, and the set of aggregate functions is F = {count , sum
, avg, max, min}, as shown in Figure 3.1. Therefore, the view space of GoCard database is:
2×6×3×5 = 180.
Though, in the context of Big Data, SP is potentially a very large number. Hence, there is a need
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to automatically score all these SP views so that exploring them become efficient and practical.
3.3.2 Interest-based Utility
Each view is associated with a utility value. The interest-based utility of a visualization is measured
as its deviation from a reference dataset DR. For instance, visualizations that show different trends
in the query dataset (i.e. DQ ) compared to a reference dataset DR are supposed to have high utility.
The reference dataset DR may be defined as the entire underlying dataset D, the complement of
DQ(D−DQ) or data selected by any arbitrary query Q′(DQ′).
Given an aggregate view Vi and a probability distribution for a target view P(Vi(DQ)) and a
reference view P(Vi(DR)), the utility of Vi is the distance between these two normalized probability
distributions. The higher the distance between the two distributions, the more likely the visualization
is to be interesting and therefore higher utility value. Formally:
U(Vi) = S(P(Vi(DQ)),P(Vi(D))) (3.3.2)
Where S is a distance function (e.g., Euclidean distance, Earth Movers distance, etc). In addition, S
can be the Pearson’s correlation coefficient to capture interesting trends in visualizations .
Hence, the problem of visualizations recommendation is as follows [94]:
Definition 3.1. Given a user-specified query Q on a database D, a reference dataset DR, a utility
function U(), and a positive integer K. Find Top-K aggregate views V1,V2, ...,VK that have the highest
utilities among all views while minimizing total computation time.
Now, we are in place to present our problem formulation for visualization recommendations.
3.3.3 Problem Formulation
Our proposed problem for visualization recommendations incorporates two limits (i.e., input param-
eters) to overcome the limitation of exploring all views.
Definition 3.2. Given a user-specified query Q on a database D, a reference dataset DR, a utility
function U(), a positive integer K, an execution time limit tl or a views number limit R where K ≤
R ≤ SP. Find Top-K aggregate views V ≡ (a,m, f ) which have maximum utilities U(V ) among all
possible views in the specified limits R or tl while maximizing the accuracy among all Top-K views
chosen from all SP views.
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The limits tl and R in Def. 3.2 are added explicitly to overcome the limitation of exploring all
views. The former is a time budget that any algorithm should not exceed, while the latter is an upper
bound on the number of views to be explored. For instance, tl can be set to zero, and R = SP. That
is, no limit on the execution time and no limit on the number of generated views.
While those limits can be tuned by any valid value, an algorithm should output the same views
as if there were no limits. This requirement makes the problem non-trivial, hence, we address it by
presenting our optimization techniques encapsulated within the RtSEngine framework.
3.4 RtSEngine Framework
The goal of RtSEngine is to recommend a set of aggregate views that are considered interesting
because of their abnormal deviations. To achieve that, RtSEngine utilizes the following key idea:
recommend views that are created from grouping high ranked dimension attributes A′ within the set
A. The attributes ranks in A′ are computed using our proposed prioritizing techniques discussed
later in the following sections. Essentially, those techniques evaluate the priorities of all dimension
attributes according to their statistical features gathered from the meta-data, e.g., number of selected
values, data distribution, and selectivity. Then, by reordering all dimension attributes according to
their priorities, only a subset of high priority attributes are passed to the execution engine, hence,
limiting the number of examined views and execution time.
Conceptually, RtSEngine 1,is designed as a recommendation plug-in that can be applied to any
visualization engine, e.g., Tableau and Spotfire. However, in this work, we built RtSEngine as a
standalone end-to-end system on top of SeeDB which allows users to pose arbitrary queries over data
and obtain recommended visualizations. RtSEngine is comprised of two main modules (See Figure
5.2):
1. Priority Evaluator: An underlying module in front of any recommendation engine. Used to
evaluate the dimension attributes that form visualizations according to a priority function Pr
computed using our proposed techniques.
2. Cost Estimator: This module is supposed to run in parallel with the Priority Evaluator to esti-
mate the retrieval and computation costs of each visualization using our estimation approaches.
Estimating the visualization costs in real-time improves the efficiency by discounting high costs
and low priorities visualizations. Note that this module is an awareness cost approach which
incorporates the estimated costs to assess visualizations based on their priorities and costs.
1Implementations and data are available at:
https://github.com/ibrahimDKE/Cdb_RtsEngine_DKE_UQ
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Figure 3.6: RtSEngine: Real time Evaluation Architecture for Automatic recommendation
We define a notion of benefits Bene f it(Vi) of a view Vi as the gains from each view represented as the
utility of view U(Vi), compared with the time spent Cost(Vi) to compute the view Vi. Formally:
Bene f it(Vi) =
U(Vi)
Cost(Vi)
(3.4.1)
Cost estimations of visualizations is discussed later on Section 3.4.2. Both modules (Priority
Evaluator and Cost Estimator) read information by querying metadata to collect information about
dimension attributes, e.g., number of distinct values and cardinality. Next, we describe the two mod-
ules in details.
3.4.1 Priority Evaluator: Dimension Attributes Prioritizing
In this section, we discuss the proposed approaches for prioritizing the dimension attributes in the
both results set DQ and reference set (e.g. the entire dataset D) and suggest a set of visualizations
that are likely to be interesting and score high deviation utilities in certain realtime limits such as
maximum number of explored visualizations and execution time. The proposed approaches are based
on our observations about the difference between the number of distinct values in the dimension
attributes in the results set DQ and the entire dataset D affects on the deviation measures. In addition,
other statistical features may also affect such as data distribution and selectivity; such features will be
discussed in more detail in the next subsections. The following example illustrates this observation
and describes how our strategies are agnostic for any recommendation system.
Example 3.3. Suppose a flights database keeps flights records which contains two dimension at-
tributes such as destination airport name and airlines and one metric is arrival delays. Given the
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large size of the database (millions of records) contains 100 airports and 20 airlines companies, the
analyst will study the average delays visualizations grouped by airports and airlines using a recom-
mendation tool e.g. SeeDB and comparing these views with a reference set to glean insights about all
flights departure from Origin1. These views can be expressed as SQL queries:
• V1: select AVG (arrival delays), airport from flights where origin=’Origin1’ group by airport;
• V2: select AVG (arrival delays), airlines from flights where origin=’Origin1’ group by airlines;

For instance, both visualizations V1 and V2 in Example 3.3 have the same number of distinct
values: 10 destinations airports and 10 airlines operators. Eventually, aggregate views V1 and V2 will
be compared to the corresponding reference views (i.e., the entire dataset D) according to a metric. In
[94] for instance, it uses a deviation-based metric that calculates the distance between the normalized
distributions between the target and reference views. In our Example 3.3, the average arrival delays of
10 destinations airports in view V1 are evaluated against the average arrival delays of 100 destinations
airports in the entire dataset D. Similarly, the average arrival delays of the 10 airlines operators in
view V2 are compared against the average arrival delays of the all 20 airlines operators in the entire
dataset D. Thus, only 10 distinct values in view V1 will be compared with equivalent values in the
reference view, while the remaining 90 distinct values would have no equivalent values in the target
view. As a result, those remaining 90 distinct values will be compared with zeros.
Furthermore, in view V2 there are only 10 airlines operators that would be compared with zeros.
This illustration arises a question about the impact of the difference in distinct values of views and
their data deviations according to distance-based metrics. Formally, Dval(Vi(DQ)) is defined as the
number of distinct values in a target view Vi. Consequently, Dval(Vi(D)) is the number of distinct val-
ues in the corresponding reference view Vi. In Example 3.3, Dval(V1(DQ)) = 10 and Dval(V1(D)) =
100. As mentioned previously, the deviation of each visualization is captured by a distance based met-
ric that computes the distance between two probability distributions of views. That is, the deviation of
a visualization Vi is its utility defined in Eq. 5.3.2: U(Vi) = S(P(Vi(DQ)),P(Vi(D))). The distance
metric S() is a distance function such as Euclidean, Earth-Mover distance, ... , etc.
We discuss the influence of the difference in distinct values on computing the view utility U(Vi)
using Euclidean distance (although our experiments are using Earth Movers distance function as the
default deviation measure). As shown in Eq. 3.4.2, L2-norm distance evaluates all aggregated values
(points) in both views Vi(DQ) and Vi(D) to find the utility U(Vi). Hence, V1’s utility in Example
3.3 is obtained by computing the L2-norm distance between the average arrival delays (values) of
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destination airports (points) in V1(DQ) and all airports in V1(D) the entire dataset. Formally:
U(Vi) =
√
n
∑
j=1
(ViD(y j)−ViDQ(x j))2 (3.4.2)
where n > 0 is the maximum number of points among ViD and ViDQ. Since the compared views
(i.e. target and reference view) may contain different number of distinct values, we denote n′ as the
number of records in Vi(DQ) and n′′ as the number of records in Vi(D). Hence, we can rewrite the
utility equation of view Vi as follows:
U(Vi) =
√√√√ n′∑
j=1
(ViD(y j)−ViDQ(x j))2+
n′′
∑
j=n′+1
(ViD(y j)−0)2 (3.4.3)
where n′ < n′′, and n = n′+ n′′. Because there are only n′ values in the target view ViDQ, then all
subsequent points in the reference view ViD, i.e., n′′−n′ values, would be compared with zeros. The
higher the difference between distinct values in corresponding views forces much remaining values
to be compared with zeros and increases the distance among views. In Example 3.3, the number of
records n′ of both target views V1(DQ) and V2(DQ) equals 10. However, the number of records in
the reference views, i.e., n′′ are V1(D) = 100 and V2(D) = 20. V1 is expected to show higher distance
(deviation) than V2 when computing L2 norm distance because 90 airports would be evaluated to
zeros in V1 but there are only 10 airlines operators with zero values in view V2. Since, every view is an
aggregate group by query over a dimension attribute as described earlier, then, the number of records
in each view equals the number of distinct values in the grouped dimension attribute.
Such observations can be utilized to early asses these (visualizations) views before executing
the underlying queries to avoid computational costs (i.e., retrieval and deviation measure costs) by
evaluating dimension attributes that contribute in creating visualizations. Furthermore, evaluating
dimension attributes can also be done using other statistical properties such as selectivity and data
distribution.
Further discussion of utilizing these features in our proposed approaches is presented in the next
sections.
Ranking Dimension Attributes based on Distinct Values
Scoring dimensions based on difference of distinct values is the first class of prioritizing algorithms.
This approach is referred to as Di f fDVal, and it is based on the basic observation about the number
of distinct values of the dimension attributes in the results set DQ and the entire database D. The
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Algorithm 3.1 Di f fDVal
Input: Attributes A(a1,a2, ...,an) , Query Q, Views limit R
Output: SetH : Highest priorities of dimension attributes
C = φ Set of all dimension attributes priorities ;
for i = 1 to n do
DvalD(ai)← number of distinct values of ai in D ;
DvalDQ(ai)← number of distinct values of ai in DQ ;
Pr(ai) = |DvalD(ai)−DvalDQ(ai)|;
C ← Pr(ai);
Sort C
G = | RM×F | Calculate the required dimension number;
for i = 1 to G do
H ← C .get(i)
return H
Di f fDVal algorithm scores the dimension attributes according to the difference between the normal-
ized distinct values of attributes in the result set DQ and the entire database D. Algorithm 4.1 inputs
a query Q, a set of dimension attributes A, maximum views limit R, and/or execution time limit tl.
Then Di f fDVal obtains the number of distinct values for all dimension attributes in both results sets
DQ and reference dataset D by posing underlying queries to select the count of distinct values. After
getting the number of distinct values, Di f fDVal computes the priority of each dimension attribute as
the difference between each normalized values. Then, Di f fDVal sorts all dimension attributes based
on their priorities. Based on Eq. 5.3.1, Di f fDVal computes the required number of dimension at-
tributes G that creates the limit number of views R, then it returns the setH of size G that contains a
group of high priorities attributes.
In case there is an execution time limit tl, Di f fDVal returns an ordered set of all dimension
attributes based on their priorities, and then it passes the time limit tl to the recommendation visual-
ization engine to limit the executions.
Scoring Dimension Attributes based on Selectivity
In this section, we discuss another variation of scoring the dimension attributes by capturing the data
distribution in terms of query size and selectivity. Selectivity estimation is at the heart of several
important database tasks. It is essential in the accurate estimation of query costs, and allows a query
optimizer to characterize good query execution plans from unnecessary ones. It is also important in
data reduction techniques such as in computing approximated answers to queries [7, 28]. Databases
have relied on selectivity estimation methods to generate fast estimates for result sizes [21, 19, 64, 76].
The selectivity ratio [56] is defined as follows:
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Algorithm 3.2 Sela
Input: Attributes A(a1,a2, ...,an) , Query Q, Views limit R
Output: SetH : Highest priorities of dimension attributes
C = φ Set of all dimension attributes priorities ;
for i = 1 to n do
DvalD(ai)← number of distinct values of ai in D ;
DvalDQ(ai)← number of distinct values of ai in DQ ;
Pr(ai) = DvalDQ(ai) ∗SelDQai +(DvalDQ(ai)DvalD(ai) ) ∗Sel
D
ai ;
C ← Pr(ai);
Sort C G = | RM×F | Calculate the required dimension number;
for i = 1 to G do
H ← C .get(i);
return H
Definition 3.3. The degree to which one value can be differentiated within a wider group of similar
values.
The selectivity ratio also known as the number of distinct unique values in a column divided by
its cardinality [52]. Formally, the selectivity ratio of attribute ai is:
SelBai =
Number of distinct values of ai in B
Cardinality of ai in B
(3.4.4)
where B is either the result set DQ or the reference dataset D, and 0< SelBai ≤ 1.
For the flight database in Example 3.3, both the result set DQ and the reference set D have a fixed
number of records, which reveals that the selectivity ratio of the airlines column is usually low because
we cannot do much filtering with just the 20 values. In contrast, the selectivity ratio of the airports
column is high since it has a lot of unique values. Our proposed approach Sela utilizes the number
of distinct values in the dimensions attributes and incorporates the query size to identify priorities
of these dimensions by calculating a priority function Pr() for each dimension attribute. Then Sela
reorders the dimension attributes based on the priority.
Using selectivity ratio and the number of distinct values for assessing visualizations in D and DQ
gives closer insights about the data characteristics such as the size (number of records) of aggregated
views generated from group by attributes and the uniqueness degree of data in each dimension at-
tribute. Again, in the flights database Example 3.3, DQ have 10 distinct airports out of 100 airports
in the airports column. This means any visualization constructed by grouping airports column in
result set DQ contains only 10 aggregated records. Hence, using the query size assists on quanti-
fying how many records would be aggregated in each view that formed from grouping a dimension
attribute. However, capturing the change of both number in distinct values and the number of aggre-
gated records in each dimension attribute in result set DQ and reference set D is essential to identify
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visualizations that produce high deviations among all possible visualizations. Thus, we modified the
priority function Pr() in Sela to consider the number of records in each dimension attribute ai and its
selectivity ratio. Formally:
Pr(ai) = DvalDQ(ai) ∗SelDQai +(
DvalDQ(ai)
DvalD(ai)
) ∗SelDai (3.4.5)
The attribute priority Pr(ai) evaluates the number of distinct values for each dimension attribute in
result set DQ multiplied by its selectivity ratio. This identifies the distinct values variations and the
diversity through each dimension attribute when compared with the number of records. Furthermore,
the same number of distinct values is assessed in the corresponding dimension attribute of the refer-
ence set D while considering the number of records.
In Sela, high priority dimension attributes are assumed to produce aggregate views (i.e., target
views) that contain many groups (i.e., points) which are aggregated from records in the result set DQ.
Also, the same high priority dimension attributes are assumed to produce aggregate views (reference
views) by aggregating larger number of records in reference set D. This has direct effect on the
aggregated values and the number of groups in both target and reference views which is expected to
score high deviation utilities.
Although the Di f f Dval approach prioritizes dimension attributes (aggregate views) according to
the number of distinct values, it is limited since it is incompetent to prioritize dimension attributes
(aggregate views) when the number of distinct values remains stable in both result set DQ and ref-
erence set D. Moreover, Di f f Dval does not consider the data distribution within the attributes. To
overcome this limitation, Sela utilizes the number of records and the selectivity ratios of dimension
attributes in both datasets DQ and D.
The proposed algorithm Sela firstly computes the priority of each dimension attribute based on
Eq. 3.4.5. Then, it sorts the dimension attributes based on the assigned priority to create a set H
of the top G dimension attributes. In case of execution time limit tl, Sela returns an ordered set
of attributes with the highest priorities and passes time limit tl to the recommendation visualization
engine to limit the executions.
Prioritizing Dimension Attributes based on Histograms
We proposed Sela and Di f fDVal approaches to automatically recommend views with the highest
deviations based on a priority for each dimension attributes in a star schema database D. Specifically,
the proposed approaches relay on the number of the distinct values and the selectivity ratio of each
dimension attribute in the compared datasets (i.e., DQ and D) to compute the attributes priorities.
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Algorithm 3.3 DimsHisto
Input: Attributes A(a1,a2, ...,an) , Query Q, Views limit R
Output: SetH : Highest priorities of dimension attributes
C = φ Set of all dimension attributes priorities ;
for i = 1 to n do
Compute HD(ai) and HDQ(ai);
Pr(ai) = d(HD(ai),HDQ(ai));
C ← Pr(ai);
Sort C ;
G = | RM×F | Calculate the required dimension number;
for i = 1 to G do
H ← C .get(i);
return H
However, the limitation of the proposed approaches is using the selectivity ratio to reflect the
degree of variations of data in the dimension attributes while ignoring the distribution of data itself.
In addition, it is difficult to prioritize dimensions that have the same distinct values or the same
selectivity ratio.
Hence, we propose the DimsHisto approach which attempts to capture data distribution inside the
dimensions attributes by creating frequency histograms and directly measuring the distance among
corresponding histograms to evaluate these dimensions attributes. DimsHisto firstly generates fre-
quency histograms for all dimensions attributes in each dataset. Then it computes the deviation in each
dimension by calculating the normalized distances between each corresponding dimension attribute.
For any star schema database D, a dimension attribute ai ∈ A = {a1,a2, ...,an} can be represented as
two frequency histograms: HD(ai), and HDQ(ai). Those two histograms are created by executing the
following queries:
HD(ai): Select count(ai) from D group by ai;
HDQ(ai): Select count(ai) from DQ group by ai;
Then, after normalizing these histograms, the priority of each dimension attribute is computed as the
distance between these two histograms:
Pr(ai) = S(HD(ai),HDQ(ai)) (3.4.6)
Where S() is a distance metric. Eventually, the dimension attributes are sorted according to their
priorities.
A constructed histogram HD(ai) is equivalent to all aggregate views created by aggregating any
measure attribute (using aggregate function Count) and grouped by the dimension attribute ai in the
dataset D. Such a histogram assists in improving the performance of recommendation engines by
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Algorithm 3.4 ViewsEstimate
Input: Attributes A(a1,a2, ...,an) , Measures M(m1,m2, ...,mo) , Functions F( f1, f2, ..., fx)
Output: S : set of views estimated costs
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to o do
for p = 1 to x do
C(V DQ) = EstCostDQ(ai,m j, fp) C(V D) = EstCostD(ai,m j, fp) C(d(V DQ,V D))
Eq.3.4.8 Cost =C(V DQ)+C(V D)+C(d(V DQ,V D)) S .add(Cost, (ai,m j, fp))
return S
avoiding the construction and computation of aggregate views along all measure attributes.
DimsHisto has to submit 2× |A| queries to compute the histograms of all dimensions and the
computations of the distance metric. However, this step can be optimized to only |A| by computing the
histograms of all dimensions for the entire database offline. While DimsHisto can use any distance
metric to compute the deviation among the views, we suggest to use the same metric to unify the
metric of the deviations.
All proposed algorithms Di f fDVal, Sela and DimsHisto have the same number of queries as the
cost of retrieving data. While DimsHisto has additional cost for distance computations, it shows high
accuracy for most of the aggregate functions such as Sum, Avg, and Count, because these functions
are relative to the data frequencies. Though, DimsHisto is less descriptive to other aggregate functions
such as Min and Max, as they are not amenable for sampling-based optimizations.
3.4.2 Cost Estimator: Visualizations Cost Estimation
The previous approaches rank dimension attributes according to their priorities and recommend vi-
sualizations while being oblivious to the retrieval and computational costs of those visualizations.
However, visualizations created using different dimension and measures attributes have different re-
trieval and execution costs according to the query size, type of the aggregate functions, number of
groups in each attribute, and the time used to compute the deviation among all values in the corre-
sponding visualizations.
This urges the need to only generate visualizations with high deviations and avoid the compu-
tation costs of the low-deviation ones. Besides differences in deviation utilities among different vi-
sualizations, each visualization exhibits different execution and retrieval costs. Furthermore, some
visualizations may take long computations and retrieval time to only yield small deviation distances.
The trade-off between gaining high utilities of the visualizations and their computations and querying
costs is challenging because it involves the optimizations of finding high utilities visualizations while
considering their costs.
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The cost estimation step is essential to determine the cost of running and computing the deviations
of a visualization to evaluate its costs against the utility obtained by measuring the deviation among
visualizations. To improve the performance of recommendation applications, it is vital to discard
visualizations that are expected to consume much retrieval and computation time while returning low
deviation distances.
The cost estimation modules approximate CPU and I/O costs to combine them into an overall
metric that is used for comparing alternative plans. The problem of choosing an appropriate technique
to determine CPU and I/O costs requires considerable care. An early study [61] identified key roles
for accurate cost estimation, such as the physical and statistical properties of data. Cost models take
into account relevant aspects of physical design, e.g., co-location of data and index pages. However,
the ability to do accurate cost estimation and propagation of statistical information on data remains
one of the difficult open issues in query optimization [20].
We determine the cost of a view Cost(Vi) as the sum of the following:
• Cost of running view Vi(a,m, f ) on dataset D.
• Cost of running view Vi(a,m, f ) on dataset DQ.
• Computation cost of the distance function S(ViDQ,ViD).
Formally:
Cost(Vi) =C(ViDQ)+C(ViD)+C(S(ViDQ,ViD)) (3.4.7)
As mentioned previously, the cost of running a view Vi(a,m, f ) on a database is affected by various
factors. For instance, access paths and indices that are used to execute the view determine the proper
execution plan, which reflects the view execution cost.
Running Cost of Views C(ViDQ) and C(ViD): refers to the retrieval cost of the results of both views
ViDQ and ViD as discussed earlier.
Computation Cost of C(S(ViDQ,ViD)): is considered as the time spent on calculating the distance
measure S() for each value in both corresponding views.
The number of points that are compared in the corresponding views ViDQ and ViD is the maximum
number of groups (bins) among these two views, and it is denoted as n. Alternatively, it equals the
maximum number of distinct values in ViDQ and ViD attribute dimension.
Note that the cost of distance measures vary according to their computational complexity. For
example, the Euclidean distance is faster than the Earth Mover (EMD) distance function. This is
because EMD has a very high complexity O(n3logn) [44] while the complexity of the Euclidean
distance is O(n).
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Since the computation cost depends on n and also depends on the computational complexity of
the distance measure, we propose the following view cost equation:
C(S(ViDQ,ViD)) = Od(n)×dt (3.4.8)
Where Od is the complexity of the distance measure, and dt is the computation time used to compute
a single point.
Retrieval Costs of Visualizations
In our context, the execution cost of views can be obtained using two different methods:
• Actual Cost: actual costs of the views are obtained by executing all queries to get their exact
I/O costs, and calculating the deviation among the corresponding views.
• DB Estimates: reading the estimates of each view directly from the database engine (i.e., query
optimizers).
However, our proposed cost method is not restricted to a certain cost estimation approach includ-
ing methods based on sampling (e.g., [36, 58]), histograms (e.g., [42]), and machine learning (e.g.,
[27, 90]) which can be used to obtain the retrieval cost from independent estimation models.
Our proposed estimation algorithm ViewsEstimate is illustrated in Alg.4. ViewsEstimate takes
dimensions, measures attributes, and the aggregated functions as input. Then it estimates I/O and
computation time for each view Vi for both datasets and it returns the estimated costs of each view. The
estimated I/O time for each view is obtained by reading the estimation of queries from the database
query optimizer or using an independent cost estimation model. Then, ViewsEstimate calculates the
computations costs of the distance measure between the corresponding views according to equation
Eq. 3.4.8 to find the total estimated cost. Afterwards, ViewsEstimate adds up the computations cost
and the I/O cost for Vi, then stores it into setS .
Cost Estimator utilizes the setS by defining a benefit of a dimension attribute Bene f it(ai) as the
priority of ai divided by the maximum estimated cost of any view created using dimension attribute
ai, formally:
Bene f it(ai) =
Pr(ai)
Cost(ai)
(3.4.9)
where Cost(ai) is the maximum estimated cost of any view created by grouping by ai.
Finally, DimsEstimate ranks dimension attributes depending upon their benefits as computed by
Eq. 3.4.9. As shown in Alg.4, ViewsEstimate inputs a set of dimensions and a visualization number
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Table 3.1: Experiments parameters and their default values
Parameter Range Default Values
Top-K 1 - 70 10, 20
Views Limit R 1 - 100 70
Dimension Attributes |A| – 9, 10
Measure Attributes |M| – 3, 10
Aggregate Functions |F | count, sum, avg, min, max –
limit R, then it iteratively calculates the priority and the cost of each dimension attribute to compute
the benefit of each attribute. ViewsEstimate computes the number of dimension attributes G that
create the limit R, and then outputs a set of high Bene f it attributes of size G.
3.5 Experiments
Before presenting our results, we describe the details of the conducted experiments including the
used datasets, the proposed algorithms and the performance metrics which we use to measure the
effectiveness and efficiency. Table 3.1 shows the parameters used throughout the experiments.
3.5.1 Datasets
We used the following real world datasets:
1. Flights Database: The Flights database contains flights delays in the year 2008. It was obtained
from the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) 2. The
database contains 250k tuples with a total of 20 dimensions: 10 dimension attributes and 10
measures attributes.
2. GoCard Database: This is the database we introduced in Example 3.1. It has 4.4 million tuples
with a total of 13 dimensions.
3.5.2 Algorithms
We have implemented the following algorithms:
2 http://www.transtats.bts.gov/
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1. SeeDB Baseline: State-of-the-art algorithm [94] that processes the entire data without discard-
ing any view. It thus provides an upper bound on latency and accuracy and lower bound on the
error distance.
2. SeeDB Rnd: A modifed version of SeeDB which returns a random set of K aggregate views
as the result. This strategy gives a lower bound on accuracy and upper bound on error distance:
for any technique to be useful, it must do significantly better than SeeDB Rnd.
3. DiffDVal: which prioritizes dimensions based on the number of distinct values in each dimen-
sion (Algorithm 4.1).
4. Sela: Our proposed algorithm (Algorithm 3.2).
5. DimsHisto: Our proposed algorithm (Algorithm 3).
Note that the Priority Evaluator module in our proposed RtSEngine utilizes DiffDVal, Sela and
DimsHisto algorithms to prioritize visualizations. On the other hand, the Cost Estimator module
implements the same three algorithms while utilizing the cost estimations approaches described ear-
lier in Section 3.4.2.
3.5.3 Performance Metrics
We used two metrics for evaluating the results of our proposed approaches. One of these metrics is
used by SeeDB [94] to evaluate the quality of the recommended views. To evaluate the quality and
correctness of the proposed algorithms, we used the following metrics:
1. Accuracy: if {V S} is the set of aggregate views with the highest utility, and {V T} is the set of
aggregate views returned by the baseline SeeDB, then the accuracy is defined as:
Accuracy =
1
|V T | ∗∑x ,where
x = 1 if V Ti = V Six = 0 otherwise
i.e., accuracy is the fraction of true positions in the aggregate views returned by SeeDB.
2. Distance Error: since multiple aggregate views can have similar utility values, we use the
utility distance as a measure of how far SeeDB results are from the true Top-K aggregate views.
Formally, SeeDB [93] defines distance error as the difference between the average utility of
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{V T} and the average utility of {V S}:
Distance Error =
1
K
(∑
i
U(V Ti)−∑
i
U(V Si))
All experiments were run on a PC machine with Windows 10, Intel CPU 2.8 Ghz and 8 GB of
RAM memory. The RtSEngine and the algorithms were coded using the Java programming lan-
guage, and datasets were loaded into a Postgres DBMS. The datasets along with the implementation
are available online as a GitHub repository at: https://github.com/ibrahimDKE/Cdb_
RtsEngine_DKE_UQ
3.6 Evaluation
Next, we present our results which demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed al-
gorithms. Firstly, we test the quality of the results produced by our algorithms on the Flights database
in Section 3.6.1. Then, we perform similar experiments on the GoCard database in Section 3.6.2, to
show that the results are consistent. Later, we present our detailed results on the efficiency of our
algorithms in Section 3.6.3. Finally, we show our experiments on the time limit parameter in Section
3.6.4 and cost estimation in Section 3.6.5.
3.6.1 Quality Evaluation Across Aggregate Functions
In these experiments we evaluated the quality of the recommended visualizations produced by our
proposed techniques across different aggregate functions, namely: count, sum, avg, min,
max. The dataset used is the Flights database with 10 dimension attributes and 10 measures attributes.
We run these experiments to assess the quality of the recommended views over each aggregate func-
tion separately with a view space size SP = 1×10×10 = 100 possible views. A utility of a view is
measured using the Earth Movers Distance (EMD).
We report the accuracy and distance error of views produced by our proposed algorithms by
varying the limited number of views R while K = 20. In these experiments, we use the following
query as our target view:
Q : SELECT * FROM Flights WHERE uniquecarrier =’American Airlines
Inc.’
In summary, Sela and DimsHisto algorithms both produce results with accuracy > %80 for all
aggregate functions, especially when R = 60, as shown in Figures 3.7,3.8, and 3.9. Moreover, they
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Figure 3.7: sum
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Figure 3.8: avg
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Figure 3.9: count
Figure 3.10: Accuracy on varying view space R and K = 20
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Figure 3.11: sum
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Figure 3.12: avg
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Figure 3.13: count
Figure 3.14: Distance error on varying view space R and K = 20
produce results with %100 accuracy when R> 60. Sela does slightly better than DimsHisto in terms
of accuracy, as Sela evaluates the recommended views by capturing the change of the selectivity ratios
of dimension attributes that create views in both result set and reference set. However, DimsHisto
scores %100 accuracy in Figure 3.9 for aggregate function count because the generated histograms
from this algorithm are similar to the views created by counting dimension attribute values across
different measure attributes. Algorithm Di f fDVal has the lowest accuracy and the highest distance
error among the other algorithms specially for aggregate functions max, min as shown in Figures
3.15 and 3.16 as it assess recommended views based on the difference of the distinct values only.
As shown in Figures 3.11,3.12 and 3.13, the proposed algorithms produce results near-zero
distance-error for all aggregate functions compared with lower baseline strategy SeeDBRnd which
produce views with low quality however, the quality of the recommended views produced by
the proposed algorithms is almost near to the same utilities of views output by the top baseline
SeeDBbaseline. The distance-error of results in the first view limits=20 and 30 views as shown in
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 is high specially for the aggregate function min because functions such as
min, max are not docile for sampling but the proposed algorithms still score very low distance-
error.
The proposed techniques recommend high quality views in different views limits. Furthermore,
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Figure 3.15: max
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Figure 3.16: min
Figure 3.17: Accuracy on varying view space R and K = 20
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Figure 3.18: max
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Figure 3.19: min
Figure 3.20: Distance error on varying view space R and K = 20
the accuracy is increasing without fluctuating along various views limits R and similarly the distance-
error is declining while increasing the number of explored views R. In the worst cases, the accuracy
and the distance-error remain constant while increasing the number of explored views R.
In the following experiments, we vary K and fix the number of explored visualizations as R = 70
and measure the accuracy, and error-distance for each of our strategies along different aggregate
functions. We pay special attention to K = 10 and K = 20 because empirically these K values are used
most commonly. As the Figures 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.29 and3.30 show, Sela and DimsHisto algorithms
both produce results with accuracy %100 and zero distance-error when K = 10 and K = 20 for all
aggregate functions. Moreover, Di f fDVal algorithm scored accuracy %100 in the first number of
recommended views K = 10. Although, Di f fDVal obtains the same accuracy as SeeDBRnd for all
aggregate functions, the Di f fDVal scores much better distance-error than SeeDBRnd, as shown in
Figures 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, 3.32 and3.33. As discussed in the previous experiment, the DimsHisto
algorithm scores accuracy %100 specifically when the aggregate function is count. It also succeeds
to recommend views with %100 accuracy and zero distance-error for aggregate functions count,
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Figure 3.21: sum
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Figure 3.22: avg
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Figure 3.23: count
Figure 3.24: Accuracy while varying K and R = 70
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Figure 3.25: sum
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Figure 3.26: avg
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Figure 3.27: count
Figure 3.28: Distance error on varying K and R = 70
sum, avg as shown in Figures 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23. In addition, we found that Sela and DimsHisto
algorithms produce high quality views with %100 accuracy and zero distance-error for max aggregate
function. Also, they obtain >%75 and < 0.2 distance error for min aggregate function when K = 70
as shown in Figures 3.32 and 3.33, respectively.
As Figures 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, 3.32 and3.33 show, the Di f fDVal approach scores the same accu-
racy produced by SeeDBRnd and obtains very low distance error along all aggregate functions when
compared with SeeDBRnd. Hence, our proposed approaches boost the accuracy of the recommended
views for the mostly common used K values. Moreover, the Sela and DimsHisto algorithms achieve
better quality results than Di f fDVal because they capture the data distribution in the dimension at-
tributes by using selectivity ratios and frequency histograms.
3.6.2 Accuracy
We present now our results on the GoCard database for all aggregate functions count, sum,
avg, min, max. Hence, the view space SP = 5× 9× 3 = 135 views. Similar to the previous
experiments, we used Earth Movers Distance (EMD) as the deviation metric for computing the utility
of a view. Also, we use the following query as our target view:
Q : SELECT * FROM GoCard WHERE alightingstop =’University of
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Figure 3.29: max
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Figure 3.30: min
Figure 3.31: Accuracy on varying K and R = 70
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Figure 3.32: max
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Figure 3.33: min
Figure 3.34: Distance error on varying K and R = 70
Queensland’;
Figure 3.35 shows the accuracy of the results produced by algorithms Sela, Di f f DVal, DimHisto
and SeeDBRnd to find Top-25 views comparing with different view space R values. As shown, the
proposed algorithms Sela and Di f f DVal scored the same accuracy in the first 30 explored views.
However, DimsHisto shows lower accuracy than Sela and Di f f DVal when the number of explored
views is 45. The reason is, DimHisto evaluates dimension attributes according to their frequencies,
hence, it is less descriptive to some aggregate functions such as max, min. Note that the accuracy
of the proposed algorithms increases with R, as shown in Figure 3.35. Finally, SeeDBRnd obtains
the lowest accuracy while varying R, except when it considers almost all the views, i.e., when R
approaches SP.
Figure 3.36 reports the distance error produced by algorithms Sela, Di f f DVal, and DimsHisto to
find Top-25 (K = 25) views across different values of R. As shown, our proposed algorithms succeed
to minimize the distance error as quickly as SeeDBBaseline, especially when expanding the space
size R. Although algorithm DimsHisto obtains lower accuracy than Sela and Di f f DVal as shown in
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Figure 3.35: Accuracy
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Figure 3.36: Distance error
Figure 3.37: Results quality while varying view space R and K = 25
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Figure 3.38: Accuracy
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Figure 3.40: Results quality while varying K and R = 90
Figure 3.35 when R= 45, the distance error at the same view space is low. This is because DimsHisto
recommends different views with high utility values to minimize the distance error. SeeDBRnd shows
high distance error even when the space size is large, i.e., R = 90.
To sum up, the proposed algorithms evaluate the dimension attributes according to different pri-
orities methods. Then, by recommending a set of views which increases the quality of the view space
limit R in terms of minimizing the distance error and enhancing the accuracy, as explained earlier by
Figures 3.35 and 3.36.
Figure 3.38 shows the accuracy of the compared algorithms in a fixed space size R = 90 while
varying K. As shown, all algorithms score %100 accuracy in the first top 45 views, which form half
of the explored views. We observe that the accuracy declines while increasing K in a fixed space
limit R. This is because when one dimension attribute is incorrectly prioritized, it will consequently
affects all recommended views that are created from that dimension attribute. However, the accuracy
is above %50 when K = 90 (i.e., the entire view space limit) as shown in Figure 3.38. Furthermore,
analysts are usually interested in recommending a small number of visualizations, i.e., K = 25.
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Figure 3.41: Execution time while
varying R
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Figure 3.43: Algorithms performance while varying R
In Figure 3.39, the distance error of the compared algorithms are shown while varying K and R
is fixed to 90 views. All algorithms produce small distance error for K = 60, however, Di f f DVal
shows the smallest distance error across different K values. Both Sela and DimHisto report growing
distance error with respect to Top-K required by the analyst in certain view space R = 90.
While the discussed algorithms show high accuracy and low distance errors along different R and
K values, as demonstrated above, these algorithms differentiate on the quality measures. For instance,
Sela and Di f f DVal obtain higher accuracy when compared with DimHisto as shown in Figures 3.35
and 3.38, but Di f f DVal obtains the lowest distance error, as shown in Figures 3.36 and 3.39.
3.6.3 Efficiency
In this section, we evaluated the efficiency of our prioritizing algorithms in terms of the overhead
added to the automatic recommendation engine RtSEngine. We report the overhead as the execution
time averaged over 5 runs. Similar to previous experiments, we vary K and R, and compare with the
actual execution of SeeDB engine as a baseline.
As shown in Figure 3.41, the total execution time of the algorithms are compared with the original
SeeDB baseline. As shown, the improvements in the performance by using the proposed algorithms
are significant when compared with the baseline. Furthermore, the execution time of our proposed
algorithms increases linearly with R.
The execution time shown in Figure 3.42 is the extra overhead needed by our proposed algo-
rithms. As shown, the average overhead is almost stable along different R values. This is because our
algorithms evaluate a fixed set of dimension attributes every time, regardless of the value of R. The
high cost of DimsHisto is due to its nature: it processes a number of queries to create histograms for
computing the distance among them.
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Figure 3.44: Total execution time
while varying K and R = 90
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Figure 3.46: Algorithms performance on varying K
The following experiments discuss the efficiency of the proposed algorithms along different K
values. As shown in Figure 3.44, the proposed algorithms show improvements in the execution. More
than %40 when compared with the SeeDB baseline execution time. As shown above, DimsHisto
shows the highest cost among the algorithms Sela and Di f f DVal.
Figure 3.45 shows the average overhead of the algorithms while varying K. The overhead is
almost constant while increasing K. This is because the space limit R is constant too.
3.6.4 Time Limit (tl)
In these experiments we evaluated the quality of the recommended visualizations produced by our
proposed techniques across different aggregate functions, namely: count, sum, avg, min,
max. The dataset used is the Flights database with 10 dimension attributes and 10 measures attributes.
We run these experiments to assess the quality of the recommended views over each aggregate func-
tion separately with a view space size SP = 5×10×10 = 500 possible views. A utility of a view is
measured using the Earth Movers Distance (EMD).
We report the accuracy, distance error and efficiency of views produced by our proposed algo-
rithms by varying the time limits tl, number of views R and K. In these experiments, we use the
following query:
Q : SELECT * FROM Flights WHERE dimmonth IN (’APR’,’MAY’,’JUN’);
The query Q represents the second quarter of the database, so that we can compare with the entire
database to find different K views while varying the time limit tl. In addition we evaluated the quality
of the Top-K views produced by each algorithm with those produced by SeeDB baseline, i.e., without
any time limits or optimizations used. We implemented SeeDBTimelimit algorithm which processes
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Figure 3.50: Performance of Sela , Di f f DVal, DimHisto, and SeeDBTimelimit on different time
limits while K = 100
the entire data and views in a specified execution time limit, then recommends top views that are
processed in that time limit. This strategy represents a lower bound on accuracy and an upper bound
on distance error.
In Figures 3.47 and 3.48, the accuracy and distance error of the results produced by algorithms
Sela , Di f f DVal, DimHisto, and SeeDBTimelimit to find a Top-100 (K = 100) views are compared
with SeeDB baseline on different execution time limit tl. These algorithms output an ordered set
of dimension attributes based on their priorities and submit the ordered set to the execution engine.
Then it processes all views generated according to the ordered set that produced by algorithms. As
shown, SeeDBTimelimit shows high distance error and very low accuracy as well while the algorithms
Sela and Di f f DVal score higher accuracy than DimHisto. Although the proposed algorithms show
a growing accuracy while extending the time limit, they achieved %100 accuracy for tl > 18000 ms.
For a big database as the one used here (i.e., 500 different views), 18 seconds is considered reasonable.
The algorithms boosted the performance by more than %30 and preserved the quality of views.
On the other side, Figure 3.49 describes the execution costs referred to as the overhead time of the
proposed algorithms on the same experiment. DimHisto algorithm execution time is about 1200ms
while the algorithms Sela and N −N′ have almost the similar execution time, about 825ms. This
shows that Sela and Di f f DVal algorithms are faster by %66 than DimHisto. As discussed previously,
the additional histograms distance computations are the cause of the extra overhead in algorithm
DimHisto.
To show the effects of varying K with time limits, Figures 3.51 and 3.52 show the accuracy of
the algorithms Sela , N−N′, DimHisto, and SeeDBTimelimit in a certain time limit tl = 18000ms.
As shown, all algorithms score %100 accuracy in the first top 100 views. However, the accuracy
declines with increasing K while tl is fixed, but the proposed algorithms score very small distance
error for large values of K while SeeDBTimelimit shows very low accuracy and huge distance error.
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Figure 3.54: Performance ofSela , Di f f DVal, DimHisto, and SeeDBTimelimit on varying K and
tl = 18s
As illustrated in Figure 3.49, the overhead costs of the proposed algorithms remain stable on different
time limits. In short, the proposed algorithms improve the quality of the results, thanks to the evalu-
ation metrics that are used along different K, R and times limits tl values. Moreover, the algorithms
overhead is comparatively small with the total execution time of baseline SeeDB.
3.6.5 Cost Estimation Evaluation
In the next experiments we evaluate our proposed cost estimation methods discussed previously in
subsection 3.6.4 on the GoCard database with SP= 5×9×3= 135. Similar to previous experiments,
we include the aggregate functions count, sum, avg, min, max and use the Earth Movers
Distance (EMD) as our deviation metric for computing the utility. We use the following query for the
next experiments:
Q : SELECT * FROM GoCard WHERE alightingstop =’University of
Queensland’;
We are interested in evaluating the results of the cost estimation methods based on the classical ef-
fectiveness and efficiency. For effectiveness, we asses the quality of views outputed by the proposed
prioritizing algorithms Di f f DVal, Sela, and DimsHisto along different cost estimation methods (i.e.,
DB estimate and Actual Costs) comparing with SeeDB baseline. We implemented two baseline strate-
gies: SeeDB baseline which processes the entire data and evaluates all views without any cost con-
siderations. Thus, it provides upper bounds on latency and accuracy and a lower bound on distance
error. The other baseline strategy we implemented is Actual Costs that computes the actual execution
time of all views, and also the actual computational time for computing the utility of views.
We measure the quality of results based on the accuracy and distance error. However, the effi-
ciency of estimating methods is captured by showing the execution time across the proposed priori-
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Figure 3.58: Results quality and average overhead using DB Estimation
tizing algorithms Di f f DVal, Sela, and DimsHisto.
The first experiment evaluates the results of the Top-25 views using the DB Estimates (reading
the costs from the database optimizer) along different space limits R while comparing the estimated
costs of the recommended views with the baseline. As Figure 3.55 shows, the accuracy of the results
produced by Sela , Di f f DVal, and DimHisto while reading the costs of the recommended views from
the database optimizer to find a Top-25 views while varying R is almost %100 starting from R = 60.
While Sela algorithm has the highest accuracy and the lowest error distance among all proposed
algorithms as shown in Figure 3.56, the accuracy of Di f f DVal is very low when R ≤ 60 because it
evaluates views according to the difference of distinct values only and does not consider the query
size, while Sela does. Consequently, the error distance is higher than Sela and DimsHisto.
The following experiment illustrates the average overhead of using different cost estimations
methods along our prioritizing algorithms added to the actual SeeDB baseline. In Figure 3.57, the
average overhead of implementing the algorithms Sela , Di f f DVal, and DimsHisto and reading the
costs from database optimizer is shown on the y-axis. As shown, computing actual costs is much
expensive than running SeeDB itself. This is because SeeDB does not execute all aggregate queries.
For example, the average function avg of a view is computed by dividing the total (sum aggregate
function) on their frequency (count aggregate function). Moreover, SeeDB combines the aggregate
queries of the datasets D and DQ. All algorithms have a stable performance on different space limits
R because the algorithms evaluate the same set of dimension attributes A and outputs a subset A′ of top
scored dimension attributes. As shown, DimsHisto shows a considerable time cost since it create and
assess histograms, however, both algorithms Sela and Di f f DVal have nearly equal execution costs.
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3.7 Summary
Finding top interesting visualizations by exploring a specified number of visualizations or an execu-
tion time budget, while persevering the quality and the accuracy of the recommended views is a chal-
lenging and emerging problem. In this chapter, we addressed this problem and proposed an efficient
framework called Realtime Scoring Engine (RtSEngine) that assist data analysts in the exploration of
visualizations generated from structured databases.
Specifically, RtSEngine supports analysts by efficiently recommending visualizations while meet-
ing analysts budgets: certain number of visualizations or execution time quote. RtSEngine accom-
plishes this by incorporating inventive approaches to prioritize and score attributes that form all pos-
sible visualizations in database based on their statistical proprieties such as selectivity ratio, data
distribution, and number of distinct values. Then, RtSEngine recommends the views created from top
scored attributes.
In addition, we presented visualizations cost-aware techniques that estimate the retrieval and com-
putation costs of all visualizations. Those estimated costs are then fed to RtSEngine to recommend
views while considering their costs to guarantee the efficiency and effectiveness of the recommenda-
tion process.
Finally, we conducted comparative experiments and demonstrated the quality of visualizations
and the overhead obtained by applying our techniques on both synthetic and real datasets. The ex-
periments showed superior effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed approaches on different time
and space limits.
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This chapter presents our contributions on finding explanations in Aggregate Queries, illustrates
the second problem of predicates uniformity of Visualization Queries, and introduces our proposed
framework User Trend Explanations UT E which provides insightful explanations and finds a top ex-
planation that produce the expected user trend. The Next Section 4.2 provides a background on data
visualization and explanation systems, then presents an example to illustrate the explanations prob-
lem. Section 4.3 describes the formal problem definition and UT E system architecture is illustrated
in section 4.4. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 discuss the basic implementations and the complexity
of splitting the search space to produce explanations. Furthermore, we present our proposed split-
ting approaches XTrend Basic and Xtrend Fast Splitters in Subsection 4.4.3 while, Subsection 4.4.4
illustrates our proposed transformation techniques.
Section 4.5 describes experiments of splitting and merging processes by UT E approaches, fur-
thermore Subsection 4.5.1 introduces datasets are used through the experiments and Subsection4.5.2
presents evaluation metrics to assess the ineffectiveness and efficiency of proposed approaches.
4.1 Introductoion
Recently, a deeper level of data exploration has emerged enabling users to infer anomalies in their
queries. This exploration level strives to explain why a particular anomaly exists within a query
result by providing a set of explanations. These explanations are precisely a set of alterations, such
that when applied on the original query cause anomalies to disappear. Trends are pattern changes
in business applications generated based on SQL aggregated queries. Additionally, a user expected
trend is a particular pattern change in data was supposedly happen based on businesses studies.
In this Chapter, we generalize this process to automatically produce explanations for users ex-
pected trends. We propose User Trend Explanations (UTE) framework which provides insightful
explanations by taking a set of user-specified points (called prospective trend), and finds a top expla-
nation that produce this trend. We develop a notion of uniformity of a predicate on a given output,
and implement a set of algorithms to search the data space efficiently and effectively. The key idea is
harnessing the linear search space rather than the exponential space to enable accurate explanations
that are possible with tuples. Our experiments on real datasets show significant improvements UTE
provides when compared with state-of-the-art related algorithms.
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id App	  name Carrier Crash	  rate Loading	  time
Session	  
time Downloads
T1 Chat-­‐app Vodafone 1.5 4 10 1000
T2 Video-­‐app Vodafone 2 3 15 1200
T3 Music-­‐app Vodafone 4 1 20 800
T4 Chat-­‐app Optus 3 2 20 1300
T5 Video-­‐app Optus 6 2 10 700
T6 Music-­‐app Optus 1 3 30 1200
T7 Chat-­‐app Telstra 1 4 11 1000
T8 Video-­‐app Telstra 1.2 9 15 400
T9 Music-­‐app Telstra 4 6 25 700
(a) table R of a mobile applications data (b) Blue bars shows Q1 results and the red line plots
user expected trend.
Figure 4.1: Mobile Apps visualization example
4.2 Background
The explosion of big data drives users to use a diverse set of visualization tools to efficiently discover
trends and patterns while exploring data. Examples of these tools are Tableau, ShowMe, Fusion
Tables [62, 40].
Although various visualization tools effectively discover outliers but, most of them are unable to
explain why a given set of outputs are outliers or identifies reasons behind such outliers. Thus, a
deeper level of exploration that explains reasons behind a particular trend or pattern found is needed.
To illustrate, a mobile applications company is interested in studying the behavior of three new
released apps: (Chat, Music, and Video). Figure 4.1b, shows a bar chart visualizing the average
downloads of these apps (blue-color bars). However, the analyst team is expecting different averages
as shown in the red-color line. It is quite essential to explain why a specific pattern exists, or alter-
natively describe the cause(s) which are responsible of the deviation in the query outcome and user
specified (expected) trend.
Example 4.1. Using the relation R in Figure 4.1a, an analyst is interested in exploring the perfor-
mance of different mobile applications. Each tuple in R holds details about an application such
as: name, carrier, crash rate, loading time, session time, and number of downloads. Assume she is
interested in the average downloads per application, hence she formulates the following SQL query:
Q1: SELECT avg(downloads), App_name FROM R GROUP BY App_name; 
Then, she visualizes the result of the query using a bar chart, such as the one in Figure 4.1b. The
analyst is expecting the average downloads for Chat_App, Music_App, and Video_App to be 1000,
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1200, and 766.67 respectively. However, the result of Q1 is far from her expectations. Hence, she
wants to understand why the result in the chart does not match her expectations, or alternatively, what
are the reasons of this deviation. Specifically, what are the predicates that can be added to Q1 in order
to achieve her expected trend (i.e., the red-colored line)? Many questions can be asked to explain this
divergence, for instance:
• Which of the carriers caused the divergence?
• Which carriers values most caused the divergence?
• What has changed in crash rate, loading time, and session time of these apps?
The predicate which explains the divergence example 4.1 is:
(Crash_rate NOT BETWEEN 3 and 4) AND (session_time NOT BETWEEN 20 and 25).
Applying this predicate to the original query Q1 will return the user’s expected result. In other words,
removing tuples that satisfy this predicate from Q1’ result will meet user’s expectations. Hence, the
updated version of Q1’ becomes:
Q1: SELECT avg(downloads), App_name FROM R where (Crash_rate NOT BETWEEN 3.0 AND 4.0) AND
(session_time NOT BETWEEN 20.0 AND 25.0) GROUP BY App_name
Finding these predicates requires extensive examinations of all predicates that contribute to the
divergence of query results. This problem is non-trivial and challenging due to the following factors:
• Exponential Search Space: Each single aggregate value needs to consider various combina-
tions of input tuples affecting the original results, which depends on properties of the aggregate
function itself. In the worst case, we cannot predict how combinations of input tuples interact
with each other, and resolve to evaluating all possible predicates (exponential search space).
• CPU and I/O Intensive: An efficient and effective measure is to be designed to determine
which subset of input tuples cause the value to be deviated. Such measures are challenging
to design because it involves iterating over all possible subsets of input tuples and applying
the aggregate operator from scratch. In addition, Executing this number of modified aggregate
queries (predicates) is expensive and costly.
• Specification of User Expected Values: Unlike previous work [105, 77, 78], as users only
specify how an outlier result looks wrong (i.e. the outcome is too high/low compared to their
expectations), however in reality, instead of the binary choice of ’too high’ or ’too low’, users
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want to go further to specify how much is an outlier far from their expectations which makes
the problem more complex.
The paramount challenge in this problem and the limitation of current approaches is the expo-
nential search space of the predicates. To illustrate, assume in a relational table R with d cate-
gorical dimensions which are not involved with the aggregate function nor the group by that are
used to construct the explanations. Then, there are
d
∏
i=1
(2ni−1) possible predicates, where ni is the
number of distinct values of a dimension di. To manage such expensive search space, we propose
to utilize a linear search space |R|, rather than an exponential one in previous works [105, 77].
According to mobile data in Figure 4.1a, the size of the search space based on predicate-level is
(23− 1) ∗ (27− 1) ∗ (26− 1) ∗ (26− 1) = 3,528,441 possible explanations (predicates), while our
proposed approach evaluates at most only |R|= 9 possible explanations.
In this chapter, we introduce (UTE) framework which provides insightful explanations based on
the intervention of tuples not predicates. UTE doesn’t require to evaluate all tuples and evaluates only
tuples with distinct values in the aggregated attribute. Our framework shares the common philosophy
in [105, 77] of measuring explanations using intervention or influence of tuples. However, UTE
searches for explanations based on the highest granularity using tuples, rather than predicates.
The intuition behind this key idea are twofold: 1) to tame the exponential search space by working
on a linear space instead, and 2) to enable far more accurate explanations that are possible with tuples,
not predicates. We discussed the intuition underlying the first point formerly in this section.
As for the latter, consider the following example:
Example 4.2. Again, in mobile application example in Figure 4.1a, assume only attributes crash rate
and id are involved in the explanation. Further, assume that the analyst is expecting a decrease in the
average downloads for Music_App to be 750 while other averages remains fixed. 
Using tuple-based method will produce the optimal explanation (predicate) is: id = T6.
while applying the predicate-based methods in [105, 77] outputs the explanation crash rate
= 1 which deviates from the target and affects on the result of Chat_App as well.
Specifically, adding additional tuple T7 to the explanation causes the divergence from the expec-
tation. It is crucial to note the trade off between efficiency and effectiveness when operating on the
tuple-level as an alternative of the predicate-level. Since UTE considers the linear space of tuples
to achieve higher efficiency, there might be some predicates not evaluated due to the linear search
fashion which UTE uses. Thus, UTE provides additional transformations for higher influential tuples
by grouping them and re-evaluates grouped predicates to provide meaningful predicates. Additional
discussion on that trade off is in Section 4.4.2. Finally, we summarize our contributions as follows:
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• We formalize a notion of uniformity over predicates and develop a system that searches for
uniform predicates in a single relation and utilizes the linear tuple-level search space rather
than the exponential predicate-level.
• We provide a set of splitting algorithms: XTrend-Basic, XTrend-Advanced and XTrend-Fast
which split attribute domain linearly.
• We proposed merging algorithms which exploit geometric properties in the distribution of pred-
icates uniformity to group predicates in an efficient manner.
• We present XTrend Transformation process that generates meaningful explanations (predicates)
to the user and evaluated the goodness of explanations.
• We run experiments on real datasets showing the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithms
compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.
4.3 Problem Formulation
UTE attempts to find a predicate over a dataset that achieves most uniformity to a user specified trend.
We start by defining some notations that are used throughout the paper.
Let D be a flat relational table with a set of attributes A = {a1,a2, ...,am}. A visualization query Q
on D is an SPJ aggregate query which returns a result set R = Q(D) grouped by attributes agby ∈ A
and aggregated by a single aggregation function F over aagg ∈ A, where agby 6= aagg.
The result set R is a collection of t pairs: R = {(r1,v1), (r2,v2), .., (rt ,vt)} where ri ∈ agby is a
distinct value in agby, and vi is the aggregated value associated with ri. Let ARest = A−agby−aagg be
the set of the remaining attributes which are not involved in Q and used to construct explanations.
In Example 4.1, query Q1 contains a single group-by attribute, agby = {App_name}, and an
aggregate attribute, Aagg = {downloads}. The user is interested in combinations of Arest = {Car-
rier, Crash_rate, Session_time, Loading_time} values that are responsible for the anomalous average
downloads.
4.3.1 Prospective Trend Problem
Informally, the prospective trend problem is a user question: why my query is returning different
values than the ones I’m expecting? Formally:
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Notation Description
D The input relational table with attributes A = attr1,∆∆∆,attrn
R ′ The result set of aggregate query Q over dataset D
agby a single group-by attribute of aggregate query Q
Aagg an aggregate attribute of aggregate query Q
ARest the set of the remaining attributes which are not involved in Q
T a user prospective trend containing a set of user expected values
e an explanation is a set of conjunctive predicates over the dataset D
Table 4.1: Notations used
Definition 4.1. Prospective Trend Problem (PTP): Given a user prospective trend T containing a
set of user expected values {(r1,e1), (r2,e2), .., (rt ,et)} where |R|= |T |.
A user question U is defined as {Q,T }, where Q is an SPJ aggregate query with a group-by
clause. The objective of PTP is to find a top explanation that minimize the difference between T and
R.
Definition 4.2. Explanation: An explanation (e) is a set of conjunctive predicates P= {p1, p2, ..., ph},
where pi ∈ P is either a range of a continuous attribute or a set of containment clauses over a discrete
attribute.
Our objective in PTP is to find the optimal explanation e∗ such that when e∗ is applied to Q,
the query will return exactly T . Though, e∗ in practice is quite difficult to find hence, we relax
this objective to look for the explanation that minimizes the distance to T (referred as Predicate
Uniformaity). We use the Euclidean distance to measure that distance. LetR ′ be the result of Q after
adding e, then our objective is to minimize the following:
Uni f ormity(R ′,T ) =
√
t
∑
i=1
(vi− ei)2 (4.3.1)
Equation 4.3.1 ranges from zero to ∞, such that smaller values indicate better fit to T . predicate
uniformity is obtained by calculating the distance between two vectors which is commonly used to
find the deviation in various data exploration approaches. UTE is independent of using any distance
measures such as Earth Mover distance, cosine distance,...etc. Unlike using Influence in [105, 77], as
computing predicate influence depends on the difference between the original result and the updated
output after deleting predicate set. Influence doesn’t provide any information to how much bound the
increase or decrease towards to T .
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Figure 4.2: UTE Architecture
4.4 UTE Architecture
This section illustrates UTE system architecture we have developed to solve the problem of finding
prospective predicates defined in section 4.4.2. It describes naive implementations of the main system
components then, discusses reasons of why this implementations are not efficient. These implementa-
tions do not assume anything about the aggregates so can be used on various user defined aggregates
to find the most uniform predicate. UTE system is implemented in Java as part of an end-to-end data
exploration tool 1 Figure 4.2. Users can select databases and execute aggregate queries whose results
are visualised as charts in Figure 4.1b . Users can select arbitrary results and specify their expected
values or plot expected trend. Both expected trend values and the aggregate query are sent to the UTE
backend to construct explanations.
UTE consists of two main processes: Splitting process which is responsible for generating pred-
icates which uses the Scorer module in parallel to compute the objective function i.e. L2norm and
returns a ranked list of scored predicates. Highly scored predicates are greedily combined during the
Merging process as long as the uniformity of merged predicates improves. Finally, the top predicate is
returned to the user. We illustrate the basic implementations of the splitting and merging components
in the following subsections
1https://github.com/ibrahimDKE/UTE_Xtrends
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4.4.1 Naive Splitter
NAIVE algorithm defines all distinct single-attribute clauses, then enumerates all conjunctions
of up to one clause from each attribute. Clauses over a discrete attribute, Ai are of the form,
"Aiin(Ax1,Ax2, .....,Axs)" where Ax1,Ax2, .....,Axs is replaced with all possible combinations of the at-
tribute’s distinct values. In Example 4.1, permuting all predicate for Carrier attribute such as Carrier
in (′Voda f one′), Carrier in (′Telstra′), Carrier in (′Voda f one′,′Optus′), ..... etc. Clauses over
continuous attributes are constructed by splitting the attribute’s domain into a fixed number of eq-
uisized ranges, and enumerating all combinations of consecutive ranges. Predicate generated using
attribute Loading_time like: Loading_time between 1.0 and 3.4, Loading_time between 1.0 and 5.8,
Loading_time between 1.0 and 8.2, Loading_time between 1.0 and 9.0, and .....etc. Then it computes
the uniformity of each predicate by sending it to the Scorer.
Naive Splitting Complexity
To discuss the complexity analysis of predicates generation problem by naive. As denoted in Section
4.3, ARest is a set of remaining attributes in the dataset D which used to construct the explanations
2. We denote AC as a set of all categorical attributes in ARest and similarly, AR is a set of all numeric
attributes in ARest , where AC
⋂
AR = φ and AC
⋃
AR =ARest . Firstly,the number of generated predicates
Pcount(ai) for each categorical attribute ai ∈ AC is equivalent to number permutations of all distinct
values dNi in ai.
Pcount(ai) = 2dNi−1
And the total generated predicates for AC categorical attributes is:
Pcount(|AC|) =
|AC|
∑
i=1
2dNi−1 (4.4.1)
The number of generated predicates in a set AC of categorical attributes is increasing both linearly
with number of categorical attributes |AC| and exponentially with the number of distinct values in
attributes. The time complexity is O(|AC|) = |AC|dNMax where, dNMax is the maximum number of
distinct values found in all attributes in |AC|. This is number is very large and unacceptable even for
a small dataset.
Secondly, Naive algorithm generates predicates for numeric attribute a j ∈ AR by splitting the attribute
domain into a fixed number of equisized ranges, and enumerating all combinations of consecutive
2Explanations and predicates are interchangeable and similar, however the term Explanation is more natural when
describe splitting algorithms.
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ranges. To compute the number of generated predicates over numeric attribute a j ∈ AR, it requires
to specify a splitting ratio β over the attribute domain which used to identify the partition size. For
example, β = 0.5, this means that each partition size is 50% of domain range. In other words, | 1β | is
the number of equisized partitions which equals 2. For any numeric attribute a j ∈ AR with a domain
range [0−1] and splitting ratio β , the number of generated predicates Pcount(a j) is:
Pcount(a j) =
| 1β |
∑
i=0
(| 1
β
|− i)
Hence, the total generated predicates for AR numeric attributes is:
Pcount(AR) =
| 1β |
∑
i=0
(| 1
β
|− i) ∗ |AR| (4.4.2)
Naive algorithm is inefficient since the number of single-attribute clauses increases exponentially for
a discrete attribute as its cardinality increases. Additionally, the space of possible conjunctions is
exponential with the number of attributes [105], such issues make the problem indefensible and un-
acceptable for even small datasets. Scorpion [105] proposed two partitioning algorithms to enable
efficient predicates generation. Firstly, Decision Tree (DT ) Partitioner is a top-down partitioning
splits the attribute space recursively to generate a set of predicates for each attribute sperately. DT is
based on regression trees algorithms [14] to minimize the distribution of influence values in a given
partition. However, DT applies a threshold to early stop partitioning by using a decreasing function
to compute it but, it requires additional information such as influence lower, upper bounds, and inflec-
tion point when the threshold starts to decrease. Secondly, Bottom-Up (MC) Partitioner is subspace
clustering algorithm similar to [2],which is a bottom-up approach for anti-monotonic aggregates. MC
starts with influential single-attribute predicates then iteratively improves the influence by grouping
surplus attributes which refine the predicates to construct multi-attribute predicates.
Although the previous partitioning algorithms attempt to solve the predicates generation problem
but, these algorithms work on the same huge predicates space by splitting all attributes.
4.4.2 Basic Merger (BM)
BM takes as input a ranked list of predicates which is produced during splitting process and merges
subsets of the predicates. , it merges subsets of the predicates and returns a list of predicates. Two
predicates are merged by finding the minimum bounding box of the continuous attributes and the
union of all values for each discrete attribute. BM repeatedly extends the existing predicates in as-
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cending order of their scores. Each predicate is expanded by greedily merging it with adjacent predi-
cates until the resulting uniformity does not improve. In our example 4.1, assume that BM Merger is
merging the top-2 predicates in the splitted predicates list. i.e. P1 Session_time between 11 and 20
and P2 Session_time between 10 and 25. Then, the merged predicate Pm: Session_time between 10
and 25. Similarly, when P1 Carrier in (’Vodafone’,’Optus’) and P2 Carrier in (’Vodafone’,’Telstra’),
Pm will be Carrier in (’Vodafone’,’Optus’,’Telstra’). Then, the merged predicate Pm will be evaluated
by the Scorer to check if it will improve the distance to the target trend T or not.
For a list of splitted predicates L and a current number of merged predicate so far X . Then,
the complexity of BM is O(|L −X |). In the worst case, BM keeps merging the top predicate (most
uniform one) with all remaining predicates in the list and its time complexity will be O(|L |). Note
that BM iterates overL in a linear fashion only, i.e., it starts by the first predicate then merges it with
the next one only if the merged predicate improves the distance to the target. Otherwise, BM stops
immediately. The merging behavior of BM implies a trade off between efficiency and effectiveness,
since In particular, some of predicates combinations will be missed and not evaluated. However, if all
combinations are evaluated by BM, then it ends up with an exponential complexity of merging.
Finally, The total complexity of Naive equals the splitting complexity for all categorical and nu-
meric attributes as shown in equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 in addition to the basic merger complexity as
following:
=
( | 1β |
∑
i=0
(| 1
β
|− i) ∗ |AR|
)
+
( |AC|
∑
i=1
2dNi−1
)
+(|L |) (4.4.3)
Scorpion [105] presents two optimization approaches for Merger. Firstly, it limits the number of
predicates that need to be merged by only expanding the predicates whose influences are within the
top quartile of the list. Secondly, Scorpion avoids calling Scorer when the aggregate function is in-
crementally removable (e.g.,AV G,ST DDEV ). Scorpion Merger approximates predicate’s influence
by estimating the number of cached-tuples in each predicate. However, it assumes that tuples are
distributed uniformly within the partitions and such assumption rarely exits in real world datasets.
4.4.3 UTE Splitting Approaches
As discussed in the previous section, the problem of predicates generation is exponential and non-
trivial. Although, the state-of- the art approaches proposed different methods to limit the number
of generated predicates but, these approaches still work on the exponential space. In this section,
we describe our proposed algorithms to solve predicates generation problem linearly and present
optimizations for both splitting and merging processes.
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Algorithm 4.1 XT R_BasicSplitting
Input: Attributes ARest , User Trend T
Output: SetS of Splitted Predicates
AMaxSplit = Get Max_Split(ARest);
AMaxSplitVals= Get all values of AMaxSplit ;
foreach Result id ri in T do
SPri = φ ;
for tuple in |AMaxSplitVals| do
if tuple.Result id=ri then
P=Create_Pred(tuple);
SPri ← P;
S ←Merge (SPri) ;
return S
XTrend Basic Splitter
The first proposed splitting approach XTrend Basic starts with reading meta-data information for all
attributes in ARest and returns attribute AMaxSplit that contains the maximum number of distinct values.
Then, it uses AMaxSplit to generate a set of splitted predicates SP(ri) for each result id ri by retrieving
all tuples in result id ri. For each predicate Pj in result id ri, it calculate internal score that equals
the difference between expected value ei and the result Pj(v) of predicate Pj. XTrend Basic utilizes
Figure 4.3: XTrend Splitting
the aggregate feature of query Q to limit evaluating all tuples in the dataset. It evaluates only tuples
which contain distinct values in the aggregated attribute AAgg. Tuples that have similar AAgg value in
each result id are not evaluated and have same score. In Example 4.1, XTrend Basic uses attribute id
as AMaxSplit (since it contains 9 distinct values) to generate predicates set SP(Chat_App) for result id
(Chat_App). It contains three predicates id = T1, id = T4 , and id = T7, only two predicates are being
evaluated since T1 and T7 have same downloads value 1000. Removing tuple T1 or T7 changes the
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average downloads to (1300+1000)2 = 1150, and similarly for T4. Predicates id = T1 and id=T7 have
highest internal score to the target value of result id Chat_App=1000, |1000− 1150| = 150. While
removing id = T4 changes the result to the exact target value |1000−1000|= 0.
In parallel, XTrend Basic generates a predicates set for each result id as shown in figure 4.3 then,
each sorted set SP(ri) is passed to a basic Merger BM which merges top predicates according to their
internal score as discussed above in Section (4.4.2).
Finally, XTrend Splitter sends all generated predicates for merging process. The basic splitting
process is shown in algorithm 4.1. XTrend Basic is basically designed to evaluate predicates in tuple-
level as it sets AMaxSplit to ROW ID as the default splitting attribute. However, when the number of
distinct values in AMaxSplit < |D| and ignoring ROW ID. It modifies predicate clause by adding one
more condition Agby = ri. The total number of splitted predicates sPred is calculated as follows: Let
dni is number of distinct values of aggregated attribute in result id ri. Then, total generated predicates
is sPred = ∑|r|i=1 dni. size of a dataset |D| as AMaxSplit = ROW ID. Finally, all splitted predicates are
passed to XTrend Basic Merger which is quite similar BM.
The time complexity of splitting process is linear O(|sPred|), while sPred  |D|. In the worst
case, when the aggregated attribute contains only unique values, the complexity will be O(|D|).
XTrend Advanced is similar to XTrend Basic except that the former applies transformation process
during the Merging process.
Xtrend Fast Splitter
This splitting approach works in tuple-level and computes the result of splitted predicates in memory.
It completely avoids both executing queries of predicates on the database and calling Scorer when
the aggregate function F of query Q is incrementally removable (e.g., SUM, AVG, and STDDEV). An
incrementally removable aggregate can directly evaluates predicate P from its tuple. if the updated
result of removing a tuple t from the inputs D, can be computed by only reading t. SUM is incre-
mentally removable because SUM(D - t) = SUM(D) - SUM(t), Fast Splitter works in tuple-level and
it is basically similar to XTrend Basic Splitter approach in subsection (4.4.3) except it sets ROW ID
as AMaxSplit maximum splitting attribute or other equivalent attribute e.g. Primary Key.
Fast Splitter cashes all input tuples of AMaxSplit , Agby, and Aagg attributes, and directly computes
the internal score of applying each predicate. which contains only a single tuple (note: this means
that each predicate affects only on a single result id of the result set in R). In Example 4.1, computing
the result of predicate Tuple_id 6=′ T 7′ affects only on the its result id Chat_App, it can be easily cal-
culated 1300+1000−9003−1 = 700 and directly calculates its internal score |1300−700|= 600. In contrast,
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Algorithm 4.2 XT R_Trasn f ormation
Input: Attributes ARest , PredicateP
Output: PMrg best Merged Predicate
ATrans f orm = ARest−P .Atts
foreach Attribute ai in ATrans f orm do
if ai.Type=Categorical then
PMrg = GetBest_Clause(ai)
else
PMrg = GetBest_Range(ai)
PMrg.Score = GetScore(ai) if PMrg.Score≤P .Score then
P = PMrg
return PMrg
the result for predicate Tuple_id 6=′ T 1′ is 1300−1000+9003−1 = 600 and it has a smaller internal score
|1300− 600| = 700. As discussed, Fast Splitter avoids computing the uniformity measure during
splitting because it uses internal score to rank predicates in each result id as described in subsection
4.4.3.
The complexity of XT R_Basic technique equals complexity of splitting process using XTrend
Basic Splitter O(|D|) and complexity of merging process handled by basic merger BM is |L | as
illustrated earlier. Since XTrend Advanced and Fast Splitter use extra transformation step hence, the
cost of transformation process is added to the complexity of XTrend Basic .
4.4.4 XTrend Transformation
The final output of Merging process is a set of ranked predicates contains only all clauses gener-
ated from a single attribute. This because only AMaxSplit attribute is used during both splitting and
merging processes. Thus, such predicates are usually meaningless and difficult to understand by the
user. To resolve this problem, we apply transformation process to generate meaningful explanations
during merging predicates.Unlike, Scorpion Splitting algorithms as they generate predicates along
all attributes so they don’t require any transformations. In the following section will discuss our
transformation module.
XTrend transformation process involves changing a merged predicate resulted from merging one
or more predicates to a meaningful and understandable predicate. The process finds alternative predi-
cates by exploring other attributes that are not involved during splitting process. In this work, we need
to do a further transformation process since we’ve generated predicates using only a single attribute
during XTrend splitting process.
To illustrate, Let PMrg is a merged predicate with a set of merged clause attributes PAtts and ARest is
a set of remaining attributes in database D where PAtts ⊆ ARest . The number of available transformed
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predicate equals |ARest−PAtts|. Transforming predicate Pac for categorical attributes is done by adding
all distinct values of attribute ac of all tuples satisfy predicate PMrg. For a numeric attribute ar,
transformation is done by finding the bounding box of all tuples satisfy predicate PMrg in attribute ar.
In example 4.1, suppose predicate PMrg =Tuple_id not in (T1,T5,T7) is high scored merged pred-
icate, to transform PMrg we look for remaining attributes {Carrier, Crash_rate, Loading_time, Ses-
sion_time} as they haven’t used before. Transforming a categorical attribute like Carrier is done by
adding all values for Tuple_id in (T1,T5,T7) and output new predicate ( PMrg(Carrier)= Carrier not
in (’Vodafone’,’Optus’,’Telstra’). ) Transformation of predicate PMrg is done by finding the bounding
box for Tuple_id in (T1,T5,T7) over attribute Session_time and outputs new predicate (Session_time)
Not between 10 and 11. Each new predicate is evaluated by the Scorer and add only predicates that
improve the score or at least has similar score with the original predicate.
Although, transformation process has extra merging cost but it drops rapidly while increasing
merged clause attributes |PAtts|. The time complexity for any merged predicate PMrg is linear and
equals O(|ARest |− |PAtts|). However, In the worst case when only a single attribute in the predicate
clause, the complexity will be O(|ARest |). The basic transformation process is illustrated in algorithm
4.2. Transformation process is used by XTrend Advanced Merger (AM) and it is applied only on
predicates that improve the uniformity to the target trend T .
4.4.5 Xtrend Merging
In this section we present Geo Merger optimizations that employs geometric features of the predicates
list generated by UTE splitters. As illustrated in section 4.4.3, UTE splitters produce a ranked list of
predicates based on tuple-level and Geo Merger takes the list as input then generates a histogram for
all predicates’ scores to measure the skewness of predicates. as shown above in figure ??. Computing
skewness of predicates’ scores helps Geo Merger to specify a threshold in order to limit merging
predicates. For instance, negative skew means the mass of predicates distribution are concentrated on
the right of the histogram and this implies that most predicates’ scores are high and far from the target.
Thus, Geo Merger doesn’t need to merge inefficient predicates and it puts the mean as a threshold. In
contrast, Geo Merger keeps merging predicates until the mean when the mass of predicates’ scores
distribution is skewed right or when the distribution of predicates’ scores is normal.
Finally, Geo Merger scans its list of predicates and expands each one by repeatedly merging it
with its adjacent predicates. keeps predicates merging as long as the uniformity of predicates doesn’t
improve and reaches the skewness threshold. This distinct improvement of Geo Merger is specifying
a threshold to limit merging to the half of predicates list in the worst case, while Basic Merger keeps
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merging to the end of the list. In contrast, Scorpion’s Merger [105], limits the number of predicates
that needed to be merged by only expanding the predicates whose scores within the top quartile of the
list. Scorpion Merger approximates predicate’s influence by estimating the number of cached-tuples
in each predicate. However, it assumes that tuples are distributed uniformly within the partitions and
such assumption rarely exits in real world datasets.
4.5 Experiments
This section presents our experiments that compare UTE splitting algorithms XTrend Basic, XTrend
Advanced and Fast Splitter against Scorpion Decision Tree (DT ) algorithm. For Merging, UTE
algorithms uses Geo-Merger while Scorpion system uses Basic Merger. The experiments provide
a clear illustration to show how these algorithms compare in terms of performance and quality of
explanations.
4.5.1 Datasets
GoCard: A transportation dataset contains 4.4 million tuples with 12 dimensions describing Brisbane
city transportation from January to March 2013. Each tuple represents a trip such as (route, journey
length,no. passengers, boarding and lighting stop, ..etc). GoCard contains both discrete and numeric
attributes varying cardinality from 2 to 170214. We study the average passengers per boarding stop
for two buses namely 411 and 412. It shows a single stop Coldridge Street recorded 20 times higher
than average passengers in all boarding stops. It’s found that 32630 passengers used these buses in
one day. We defined the ground truth all tuples where the operation date =06-Mar-13 and alighting
stop in(’Adelaide St’, ’George St’).
Expense: dataset contains all campaign expenses between July 2014 and August 2016 from the
2016 US Presidential Election 3. The Expense dataset contains 219579 rows and 14 attributes mostly
are categorical attributes (e.g., recipient name, amount, state, and city), 12 attributes are used to create
explanations. The attributes are varying between 2 to 221490 (recipient names) distinct values. The
SQL query sums the total expenses per state of Hilary Clinton campaign.It’s found that more than
$4.2M spent for Media purchases in Washington DC only. we defined the ground truth as tuples
where desc =’MEDIA BUY’ and the expense was greater than $1.2M. UTE generated the explanation
state =’DC’ recipient nm =’GMMB INC.’
3http://www.fec.gov/disclosurep/PDownload.do
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4.5.2 Evaluation Metrics
Experiments evaluate both efficiency and effectiveness along different metrics of precision, recall and
F-score and we compute precision and recall of a predicate, p, by comparing the set of tuples in p
to a ground truth set. In addition, we propose Usefulness measure to evaluate the effectiveness and
goodness of the proposed transformation approach of producing highly understandable and uniform
explanations to the user.
To compute the usefulness of explanation e∗ = P1∧P2∧ ....Pn, where Pi is a condition involves a
single attribute ai. Usefulness measure incorporates the consistency of explanation e∗ to the expected
trend and the ability of describing a set of records retrieved by e∗ with a fewer number of conjunc-
tive predicates. Usefulness measure computes reduction ratio as the total number of records satisfy
condition e∗ divided by the number of conjunctive predicates mentioned in the explanation e∗. It can
be considered as reduction ratio a compression factor by means the smaller number of conjunctive
predicates are able to describe larger number of records.
Use f ulness(e∗) = ∑
|e∗|
i=1 Pi
no.Records
+Uni f ormity(e∗)
A smaller Usefulness values shows a better symmetry to user expected trend and a high abstraction
of explanations.
The experiments were conducted on a single threaded PC (Windows 7, 16GB RAM). Scorpion
splitters were configured to split each continuous attribute’s domain into 15 equi-sized ranges. In
addition, we evaluate the efficiency of UTE splitting algorithms along various execution times and
number of generated explanations across different number of attributes.
4.5.3 Comparing Splitting Algorithms
The following experiments compare the execution times of the proposed algorithms and number of
generated explanations using UTE splitters and Scorpion DT algorithms. Figures 4.5 and 4.8 show
the number of generated explanations by XTR_Basic, XTR_Advanced, XTR_Fast, and Scorpion for
GoCard and Expenses datasets. As shown in figures 4.5 and 4.8, XTR_Basic, XTR_Advanced, and
XTR_Fast generate a fixed number of explanations as the dimensionality increases of Gocard and
Expenses datasets. However, number of explanations generated by Scorpion increase rapidly while
data dimensionality increases gradually. In figure 4.5, Scorpion produced almost same number of
explanations (142) on the first 4 attributes as UTE splitters but, extending dimensionality to 6 attribute
by adding a single discrete attribute makes this number jumping around 500 times and Scorpion
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Figure 4.4: Execution time across
No. attributes
Figure 4.5: generated explanations
across No. attributes
Figure 4.6: Cost of splitting process as dataset dimensionality increases for GoCard dataset.
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Figure 4.9: Cost of splitting process as dataset dimensionality increases for Expenses dataset.
outputs 69766 explanations. This increase is obviously affects on execution time as shown in figures
4.4 and 4.7. Additionally, XTR_Fast shows the lowest execution time among all splitting algorithms
since it evaluates explanations in memory as discussed in subsection 4.4.3.
4.5.4 Comparing Merging Algorithms
The following experiments compare the execution time and number of merged explanations using
Geo Merger splitters and Scorpion Basic Mergerin both GoCard and Expenses datasets. As shown in
figures 4.11 and ??, the number of merged predicates generated by XTR_Basic and Scorpion is stable
along attributes for both GoCard and Expenses datasets. The reason is Geo Merger merges predicates
produced by XTR_Basic using only a single attribute AMaxSplit and don’t apply any transformation.
Moreover, Basic Merger proposed in Scorpion merges predicates whose scores within the top quar-
tile of the list, this makes the probability of merging predicates low. Figure 4.10, XTR_Advanced
and XTR_Fast shows higher merging execution time because both of them apply transformation on
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Figure 4.10: Merging time across
No. attributes
Figure 4.11: Merged explanations
across No. attributes
Figure 4.12: Cost of merging process across the increase of GoCard dataset dimensionality.
Figure 4.13: Merging time across
No. attributes
Figure 4.14: Merged explanations
across No. attributes
Figure 4.15: Cost of merging process across the increase of Expenses dataset dimensionality.
merged predicates and it clearly shown in figures 4.10 and ?? the linear increase of transformed pred-
icates while the dimensionality increases across both datasets.
Effectiveness Evaluation
We discuss the quality of results produced by proposed algorithms according to different metrics:
precision, recall, and F-score as the dimensionality varies from 2 to 10 in figure 4.17. As the di-
mensionality increases, the quality of explanations produced through XTR_Basic remains fixed about
20% for all metrics since it uses only a single attribute for splitting and merging processes. Scorpion
show a slight improvement in precision and F-score from 16% to 20% between attributes 6 to 10.
XTR_Advanced remains competitive with XTR_Basic and Scorpion since its accuracy is increasing
rapidly in all metrics. XTR_Advanced scored 100% precision, recall, and F-score between attributes
6 to 10.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 describe the quality of explanations produced by UTE algorithms specif-
ically, XTR_Advanced applies transformation technique described in subsection 4.4.4 using algo-
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Figure 4.16: Accuracy measures precision, recall, and F-score as dimensionality increases for Go-
Card dataset.
Figure 4.17: Accuracy measures precision, recall, and F-score as dimensionality increases for Ex-
penses dataset.
rithm 4.2 and Scorpion. The lower usefulness values means higher a degree of uniformity with the
expected trend and higher level of abstractions (i.e. few number conjunctive predicates in the top
explanations). explanations generated using XTR_Advanced show high usefulness values between 2
and 4 attributes in Figure 4.18, this because the number of transformed predicates in this space size
was too small see Figure 4.11 for GoCard dataset. However, the usefulness of explanations rises
by increasing the number of attributes in the dataset. The usefulness of explanations generated by
Scorpion is fluctuating because of using BM Merger since stops after merging predicates reside in the
first quartile of the splitted list [105]. Figure 4.19, shows the usefulness of explanations produced in
Expenses dataset. As shown, XTR_Advanced outputs high quality explanations since Geo Merger has
merged higher number of predicates in Expenses dataset see Figure 4.14.
Finally, The proposed UTE algorithms have linear execution times and achieved better quality
compared with Scorpion DT along different accuracy metrics and not sensitive to the dimensionality
of datasets same as Scorpion DT.
4.6 Conclusions
An efficient UTE framework has been presented to help users in understanding origins of outliers
and discovering reasons behind the deviation of their exceptions in aggregate results. UTE generates
human readable predicates to help explain outliers aggregate groups based on attributes of tuples that
contribute to the value of those groups. We introduced a notion of uniformity for computing the
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Figure 4.20: The usefulness of the produced explanations approaches across No. attributes and Ex-
penses dataset.
impact of a tuple on an output value and a transformation process to output meaningful explanations.
Furthermore, proposed splitting approaches are based on the (Tuple Level) has been described and
show a linear complexity instead of exponential complexity. Experimental results have proven high
efficiency and effectiveness of the presented approaches according to different metrics.
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This chapter describes our contributions towards recommendations of hierarchical visualizations,
we extend the problem of interest-based visualization and introduce a new problem involves of struc-
turing interest-based visualizations to reveal their interestingness. The following Section 5.1 presents
an introduction, and Section 5.2 gives an example on medical data visualization, then Section 5.3
illustrates essential background and preliminaries. The formal problem definition is described in
Subsection 5.3.3.
Section 5.4 describes our proposed framework MedVis that is based on the proposed framework
RtSEngine discussed in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3. Furthermore, Section 5.5 discusses experiments
including datasets in Subsection 5.5.2, and evaluation metrics in Subsection 5.5.1.
5.1 Overview
Due to the dramatic growth in Electronic Health Records (EHR), many opportunities are arising for
discovering new medical knowledge. Those kinds of knowledge are useful for related stakeholders
such as hospital planners, data analysts, doctors, insurance companies for better patients’ manage-
ment. However, many challenges need to be addressed while dealing with medical domain such as
(1) how to measure the interestingness of information (2) how to visualize such interestingness (3)
how to handle high dimensionality of medical data. To address these challenges, we present MedVIS,
an interactive tool to visually explore the data space and finds interesting visualizations compared
with another dataset. MedVIS structures visualizations into a hierarchical coherent tree to reveal in-
terestingness of dimensions and other measures. We introduce a novel analysis work flow, and discuss
various optimization mechanisms to effectively and efficiently explore the data space. Additionally,
we discuss various approaches to mitigate the problem of high-dimensional medical data analysis
and its visual exploration. In our experiments, we apply MedVIS to a real-world dataset and show
promising visualization outcomes in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
5.2 Background
Recently, medical experts, biologists, and research scientists are confronted with fast growing large,
complex, and high-dimensional data. This challenge will become immanent and more demanding
with the ongoing trend towards personalized medicine [38, 34]. One of the grand future challenges of
biomedical informatics research is to gain knowledge from complex high-dimensional datasets [33].
Although, medical data is usually relevant and interesting structural and patterns but knowledge is
often hidden and not accessible to domain experts. Interactive Data Visualization Tools have inter-
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ested the research community over the past few years, and it has presented a number of interactive
data analytics tools such as ShowMe, Polaris, and Tableau [51, 62, 40, 52, 26]. Similar visualization
specification tools have also been introduced by the database community, including Fusion Tables
[29] and the Devise [60] toolkit.
patient id admission type admission location discharge location Insurance admission count
P1 Emergency Emergency Admit Long Term Hospital Care Private 2
P2 Urgent Hospital Transfer Medical Facility Medicare 1
P3 Elective Clinic Referral Home Health Care Self Pay 1
P4 Urgent Transfer within Facility Long Term Hospital Care medicaid 1
P5 Elective Home Referral/Sick Home Health Care Private 2
P6 New Born Hospital Transfer Short Term Hospital Care Government 1
P7 Emergency Clinic Referral Medical Facility Self Pay 2
P8 New Born Emergency Admit Short Term Hospital Care Medicare 1
P9 Elective Transfer within Facility Medical Facility Government 1
Table 5.1: Relational table R of a patients admissions data
RtSEngine framework [40] has been proposed to automatically find a top (k) interesting visual-
izations in a given dataset based on the notion of deviation of data. The following example illustrates
the RtSEngine analysis workflow to identify interesting visualizations from a real, large, and struc-
tured database Mimic-III which represents patient admission details. Figure 5.1, shows a snippet of
the admission relation.
Example 5.1. Consider a hospital analytics team that is undertaking a study for a particular admis-
sion type: ELECTIVE. That admission type has poor performance and has received a lot of patients’
complaints.
Suppose that the team uses the patients’ admissions database containing metrics such as number
of admissions for each patient. Also, it has a large set of dimension attributes containing information
such as admission locations, discharge locations, Insurance type, etc.
Given the large size of the database (millions of records), an analyst will overwhelmingly use
a collection of visualization programs to gather insights into the behavior of admission types e.g.
ELECTIVE. In a typical analysis workflow, an analyst would begin by using the program’s GUI or a
custom query language to execute the equivalent of the following SQL query and pull all data from
the database for ELECTIVE admission:
Q = SELECT * FROM admissions WHERE admission type= "ELECTIVE"
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Next, the analyst would use an interactive GUI interface to manually visualize various metrics of the
query result. For instance, the analyst may visualize average patients’ numbers grouped by insurance
type, discharge locations, maximum patients’ numbers by admission locations, and so on. These
visualization operations are essentially queries to the underlying data store and subsequent graphing
of the results. 
In our privous work RtSEngine [40], a bar chart shown in figure 5.1 is considered an interesting
visualization as it shows a high deviation compared with entire dataset shown in blue bars. Although,
RtSEngine framework successfully finds the top (k) interesting visualizations, but still has a main lim-
itation. Firstly, the produced visualizations are based only on their deviation scores and it ignores the
coherence of dimensions, aggregate functions, and other attributes that construct such visualizations.
Thus, the analyst need to study all these visualizations in order to identify the impact of dimensions
cause the deviation.
To tackle such limitations, in this paper we propose a technique MedVis to automatically produce
a coherent tree of dimensions based on their interestingness and coherence. The hierarchical tree
reflects the intention that the visualizations should be organized from left to right according to their
interestingness and importance. To achieve that, we propose a new metric called coherence which
used to structure the tree. Experiments on medical data show the effectiveness and efficiency of our
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5.3 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
In this section, We start by explaining how a visualization (or a view) is constructed by an SPJ SQL
query. Then, we define our scope of visualizations that our framework is focused on, and how to
measure the interestingness of a visualization based on a model proposed by [94]. Finally, we formally
present our problem statement.
5.3.1 Background and Scope
A visualization Vi is constructed by an SQL select-project-join query with a group-by clause over a
database D. The attributes in a database table are classified into two sets: dimension attributes set
A = {a1,a2, ...}, and measure attributes set M = {m1,m2, ...}. While the set F = { f1, f2, ...} contains
all aggregation functions. Hence, each visualization Vi is represented as a triple (a,m, f ), where a is
a group-by attribute applied to the aggregation function f on a measure attribute m.
As an example, Vi(D) visualizes the results of grouping the data in D by a, and then aggregating
the m values using f . This view is called the reference view. Consequently, Vi(DQ) represents a
similar visualization applied to the result set denoted as DQ for a given user query Q, and is called
the target view. An example of a target view is shown in Figure 5.1 where a is admission location, m
is patients attribute, and f is the Sum aggregation function. Any combination of (a,m, f ) represents
a view. Accordingly, we can define the total number of possible views as follows:
View Space(SP) = 2×|A|× |M|× |F | (5.3.1)
Though, in the context of Big Data, SP is potentially a very large number. Hence, there is a need to
automatically score all these SP views so that exploring them become efficient and practical.
5.3.2 Views Utility
Each view is associated with a utility value. The utility of a visualization is measured as its deviation
from a reference dataset DR. For instance, visualizations that show different trends in the query
dataset (i.e. DQ ) compared to a reference dataset DR are supposed to have high utility. The reference
dataset DR may be defined as the entire underlying dataset D, the complement of DQ(D−DQ) or
data selected by any arbitrary query Q′(DQ′).
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Given an aggregate view Vi and a probability distribution for a target view P(Vi(DQ)) and a
reference view P(Vi(DR)), the utility of Vi is the distance between these two normalized probability
distributions. The higher the distance between the two distributions, the more likely the visualization
is to be interesting and therefore higher utility value. Formally:
U(Vi) = S(P(Vi(DQ)),P(Vi(D))) (5.3.2)
Where S is a distance function (e.g., Euclidean distance, Earth Movers distance, etc). In addition,
S can be the Pearson’s correlation coefficient to capture interesting trends in visualizations . the
RtSEngine framework outputs a sorted list L of visualizations V based on their utilities U , where
L = {(V1,u1), (V2,u2), ...., (Vn,un)} . Now, we are in place to present our problem formulation for
hierarchical construction.
5.3.3 Problem Formulation
Given a a sorted list of interesting visualizations, our goal is to create a hierarchal tree where inter-
esting visualizations with high coherent score appear on the left of the tree while the low score ones
appear close to the right of the tree.
Definition 5.1. A hierarchical tree T = {P1,P2, ....Px} is defined as a three level depth, where Pt ∈ T
is a path. Any intersting visulaistion V = {(ai,m j, fx)} is a path P from ai→ m j→ fx or vice versa.
Definition 5.2. Root node represents either the whole database D or a specific dataset DQ. Any node
is considred as a dimienssion attribute ai, measure attribute mi or aggregate function fi associated
with choherant score.
Definition 5.3. The coherent score is a measure to evaluate the interestingness of each node and can
be computed using the utility score calculated in section 1 plus the frequency score. The coherent
score of a parent node is calculated by averaging the score of its children.
In order to obtain the coherent score of a leaf node, we first calculate the utility score ui and the
frequency score fi. The utility score is obtained by using the equation 5.3.2, while the frequency of
leaf node is calculated based on the number of co-occurrence in V . To draw the final coherent score
we use the equations below 5.3.3 and 5.3.4:
chlea f = (u)×α+(1−α)× ( f ) (5.3.3)
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Figure 5.2: MedVis System based on RtSEngine Architecture for Automatic recommendation
where u is the utility score of the view, f the frequency score of the view and alpah α is a hyper
parameter to decide either utility score or frequency control the structure of the tree. Thirdly, for non
leaf elements mi , fi, we compute the coherent score of it’s children using the equation below:
chnon−lea f =
1
N ∑j=1
coherent j, j ∈ children. (5.3.4)
Given a sorted list L = {(V1,u1), (V2,u2), ...., (Vn,un)} of interesting visualizations, find a hier-
archical tree T with Maxcoherent(T ).
5.4 Architecture: MedVis Framework
Medical Visualization MedVis System is based on RtSEngine framework illustrated in chapter 3
in section 3.4, however the main essential difference is that MedVis inputs the visualizations list
which produced by RtSEngine framework. Then, MedVis generates a hierarchical coherent tree which
reveals interestingness of dimensions and other measures. The goal of RtSEngine is to recommend a
set of aggregate views that are considered interesting because of their abnormal deviations. To achieve
that, RtSEngine utilizes the following key idea: recommend views that are created from grouping
high ranked dimension attributes A′ within the set A. Conceptually, RtSEngine is designed as a
recommendation plug-in that can be applied to any visualization engine, e.g., Tableau and Spotfire.
However, in the previous work, we built RtSEngine as a standalone end-to-end system on top of
SeeDB which allows users to pose arbitrary queries over data and obtain recommended visualizations.
RtSEngine is comprised of two main modules (See Figure 5.2):
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1. Priority Evaluator: An underlying module in front of any recommendation engine. Used to
evaluate the dimension attributes that form visualizations according to a priority function Pr
computed using our proposed techniques.
2. Cost Estimator: This module is supposed to run in parallel with the Priority Evaluator to esti-
mate the retrieval and computation costs of each visualization using our estimation approaches.
Estimating the visualization costs in real-time improves the efficiency by discounting high costs
and low priorities visualizations. Note that this module is an awareness cost approach which
incorporates the estimated costs to assess visualizations based on their priorities and costs.
5.4.1 Priority Evaluator: Dimension Attributes Prioritizing
We illustrate the proposed approaches for prioritizing the dimension attributes in the both results set
DQ and reference set (e.g. the entire dataset D) and suggest a set of visualizations that are likely to
be interesting and score high deviation utilities in certain realtime limits such as maximum number
of explored visualizations and execution time. In our previous work, RtsEngine [40] applies the
following three approaches to optimize the search space and reduce dimensions.
Ranking Dimension Attributes based on Distinct Values
Scoring dimensions based on difference of distinct values is the first class of prioritizing algorithms.
This approach is referred to as Di f fDVal, and it is based on the basic observation about the number
of distinct values of the dimension attributes in the results set DQ and the entire database D. The
Di f fDVal algorithm scores the dimension attributes according to the difference between the normal-
ized distinct values of attributes in the result set DQ and the entire database D. Di f fDVal computes
the required number of dimension attributes G that creates the limit number of views R, then it returns
the setH of size G that contains a group of high priorities attributes.
Scoring Dimension Attributes based on Selectivity
Our proposed approach Sela utilizes the number of distinct values in the dimensions attributes and
incorporates the query size to identify priorities of these dimensions by calculating a priority function
for each dimension attribute. Then Sela reorders the dimension attributes based on the priority. Using
selectivity ratio and the number of distinct values for assessing visualizations in D and DQ gives closer
insights about the data characteristics such as the size of aggregated views generated from group by
attributes and the uniqueness degree of data in each dimension attribute. However, capturing the
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change of both number in distinct values and the number of aggregated records in each dimension
attribute in result set DQ and reference set D is essential to identify visualizations that produce high
deviations among all possible visualizations.
Prioritizing Dimension Attributes based on Histograms
We propose the DimsHisto approach which attempts to capture data distribution inside the dimensions
attributes by creating frequency histograms and directly measuring the distance among corresponding
histograms to evaluate these dimensions attributes. DimsHisto firstly generates frequency histograms
for all dimensions attributes in each dataset. Then it computes the deviation in each dimension by
calculating the normalized distances between each corresponding dimension attribute. and the com-
putations of the distance metric.
All proposed algorithms Di f fDVal, Sela and DimsHisto have the same number of queries as the
cost of retrieving data. While DimsHisto has additional cost for distance computations, it shows high
accuracy for most of the aggregate functions such as Sum, Avg, and Count, because these functions
are relative to the data frequencies.
5.4.2 Coherent hierarchical Representation
The problem that we address is how to construct a coherent tree-structured representation of the
discovered interesting visualizations. It is important to mention that the hierarchical representation
can help users easily navigate a huge database. Another advantages of the hierarchical tree is that
it organizes the interesting visualizations based on internal score, which means it shows the most
important and interesting visualizations close to the left, while less important ones appear nearer
the right side of a tree representation as shown in Figure 5.3. As a result, users can easily find the
visualization with high effect on a dataset. To achieve that we propose a coherent matrix which
measures the importance and effectiveness of each visualization in our dataset.
The input of the hierarchical algorithm desccribed in ??, is a set of interesting visualizations
L = {(V1,u1), (V2,u2), ...., (Vn,un)} with their utilities. Each visualization (Vx,ux) contains a view
Vx with the associated utility (interestingness) score ux. Each view Vx consists of three elements:
a dimension attribute a, measure attribute m and aggregate function f . Our hierarchical function
constructs a tree using three main steps. First, for all views in L , we obtain the frequency of each
element Fr(a),Fr(m) and Fr( f ). The elements are sorted descending according to the occurrence
in the whole list L . Second, the proposed algorithm constructs a hierarchical tree in a bottom-up
manner. For each view Vx ∈ (Vx,ux), we start from a ∈ Vx as a leaf nodes and compute the coherent
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score using Equations 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 however, the user is free to start with any aggregated attribute,
dimension attribute, or aggregate function. In our experiments we started with aggregate functions.
Finally, our algorithm performs the same process again for each visualization to create a hierar-
chical tree. The final output is a sorted tree where the visualizations which have a strong effect on the
dataset placed near the left.
Algorithm 5.1 Hierarchical Tree Construction
ch5:HT Data: L = {(V1,u1), (V2,u2), ...., (Vn,un)}.
Result: T is a coherent tree.
begin
for V ∈ L do
for (a,m, f ) ∈V do
Dim = Fr(a) Mes = Fr(m) Fun = Fr( f )
NA,NM = 0 SumM,SumF = 0 for f ∈ Fun do
for m ∈Mes do
for a ∈ Dim do
cha =U(a)×α+ 1−α×Fr(a) NA++;SumM+ = cha;
chm = 1NA ×SumM NM++;SumM+ = chm;
ch f = 1NM ×SumF ; add(T );
return T ;
5.5 Experiment and Evaluation
Before presenting our results, we describe the details of the conducted experiments including the
used datasets, the proposed algorithms and the performance metrics which we use to measure the
effectiveness and efficiency.
5.5.1 Evaluation Metric
We used the same SeeDB metrics [94] for evaluating the quality of aggregate views produced by
proposed approaches.
Metrics: To evaluate the quality and correctness of the proposed algorithms, we used the following
metric:
• Accuracy: if {V S} is the set of aggregate views with the highest utility, and {V T} is the set of
aggregate views returned by SeeDB baseline, then the accuracy is defined as:
Accuracy =
1
|V T | ∗∑x where
x = 1 if V Ti = V Six = 0 otherwise
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i.e., accuracy is the fraction of true positions in the aggregate views returned by SeeDB.
5.5.2 Datasets
MIMICIII: MIMIC III is freely available, deidentified Intensive Care Unit (ICU) medical dataset. It
contains real time sensor data as well as history data. It has records of laboratory test results, med-
ications, observations, mortality information etc. of 46,520 ICU patients between 2001 and 2012[?
]. Overall, it has 397 million records from different 26 tables such as admissions, chart events, input
events, output events,..etc. The following are the tables that we have used in this research.
Admissions table: This table contains 58,976 distinct hospital admissions records with 19 di-
mensions. This table records information related to patient admissions such as:admission, discharge,
insurance, and mortality information.
Inputevents_cv table: This table contains 17.5 million tuples with 22 dimensions using Philips
CareVue system. The table include the information about any fluid given to patients for example tube
feedings, oral, or intravenous solutions containing medications. It contains information about chart
time, item, amount, rate for example e.g. 50 mL of normal saline etc.
5.5.3 Effectiveness Evaluation
For the interestingness visualization, we construct the hierarchical tree as follows: the first level
shows aggregate functions, second is measure attributes and leaf nodes shows dimensions attributes
of tree. The sub branch of each node are appear according to both interestingness of produced
visualizations and frequency of related attributes to them. In another words, the most interesting and
coherent attributes appear in the left and lest one in the right most position with siblings. The higher
coherence value shows more the interesting attributes. For all experiment, we realized the hyper
parameter α in Equation 5.3.3, which controls the structure of tree to α = 0.6 which means that the
user is interesting in 60% of views utility and 40% of attributes coherence.
A hierarchical representation for admission: the first experiment, we consider the following
query for admission: Q1: select * from admissions where admission location = "TRANSFER FROM
OTHER HEALT" to find interesting information of patients who transferred from other hospitals.
Figure 5.3 shows a representative tree for admissions. The figure shows that the average paitents’
numbers per diagnosis for result set of Q1 is the most interesting, while the total paitens’ numbers
SUM per admission type is the least one.
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Figure 5.3: Hierarchical Representation for Admission
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Figure 5.4: Hierarchical Representation for Inputevents
A hierarchical representation for inputevents: In the second experiment, we consider the fol-
lowing query for inputevents: select * from inputevents_cv where originalroute = "Intravenous Infu-
sion" to find interesting information related to Intravenous Infusion medications compared with other
remaining methods in the database. As shown in figure 5.4, the minimum amounts per medicine is the
most interesting dimension while the minimum amounts per patient dimension is less interesting. On
the other side, the maximum amounts per medicine is the least interesting aggregate function. Since
the coherence score of MIN is 172.26 and 39.85 for MAX function.
5.5.4 Efficiency Evaluation
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In this subsection we discuss the execution times of RtSEngine approaches with with the original
baseline of SeeDB to identify the improvements in the performance. As shown in figure 5.5 shows the
total SeeDB and algorithms execution times compared with the original SeeDB baseline. This figure
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shows the improvements in the SeeDB performance with different space limits to find a top (K = 25)
views. As shown, the improvements in the performance by using proposed algorithms are significant
compared with the baseline furthermore, the execution costs increase linearly with the view space
limit produced by algorithms. In summary, Sela and DimsHisto algorithms both produce results with
accuracy ≤ 80% for all aggregate functions and a variety of R Views Limits particularly when Views
Limits=60 views as shown in figure 5.6. Moreover, they produce results with 100% accuracy after
that limit. Sela does slightly better than DimsHisto as Sela evaluates the recommended views by
capturing the change of the selectivity ratios of dimension attributes.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented MedVIS an interactive tool for medical data exploration that finds inter-
esting visualizations in a compared subset of data then, structures such visualizations in a hierarchical
coherent tree. Furthermore, we discussed RtSEngine approaches to optimize the search space and
tackle the dimensionality problem. Our experiments show high effectiveness and efficiency in rec-
ommending visualizations of a real dataset which will useful for medical decision makers to support
better management. In our future work, as huge data are generating from different sensors and other
devices, we will address streaming medical data recommendations.
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Conclusion
The main objective of this thesis is to develop efficient and effective techniques to enrich exploration
and visual data analysis in big data. These techniques assist users to discover and recommend inter-
esting information in form of visualizations presented as basic charts (i.e. bar and line, charts) and
hierarchical coherent structure (e.g. tree) to expose the interestingness of discovered visualizations.
Moreover, this thesis contributed to design approaches that provide explanations to answer questions
such as "Why these visualizations are interesting". The approaches proposed in this thesis assume
that the user has insufficientt or no knowledge about the dataset.
6.1 Summary
In Chapter 2, we explored several techniques to help address a common data analysis task and dis-
cussed existing visual analytical tools and investigated limitations of current systems. We also illus-
trated current visualization systems of medical data.
Chapter 3; addresses the first problem in this thesis that focuses on recommending Interest-based
Visualizations. Initially, we presented an introduction of Query visualization and discussed back-
ground and preliminaries related to this problem. We defined the problem and introduced our pro-
posed framework RtSEngine to recommend a set of Interest-based Visualizations within certain con-
straints namely; exploration time limit and number of explored visualizations (referred as space size).
To achieve that, RtSEngine implements efficient techniques to explore the data space intelligently
to minimize the costs incurred in exploring the available search space and computing interestingness
of visualizations. Moreover, RtSEngine employs efficient strategies to prioritize dimension attributes
using Di f fDVal, Sela, and DimsHisto to prune unnecessary visualizations. Section 3.4.2, illustrates
Cost Estimator module in RtSEngine that approximates costs of space exploration, retrieval, and
computing the deviations of visualizations and evaluates their costs against the interest-based utility.
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Then, Chapter 4 presents the problem of finding explanations in Aggregate Queries based on
user specified (expected) trend. In section 4.2, we provide a background on data visualization and
explanation systems, then illustrate the explanations problem using an example. In addition, we
explained that brute force algorithms that are not practical to solve such a problem since the number
of possible explanations is exponential and unfeasible for a small dataset in subsection 4.4.1. Then,
Exhaustively examined these candidate queries and illustrates massive computational and I/O costs.
Therefore, We proposed UT E system which generates insightful explanations and finds a top
explanation that produce the expected user trend of the problem defined in section 4.3. Then, we
discussed illustrate splitting of attributes space using our proposed splitting approaches XTrend Basic
and Xtrend Fast Splitter in subsection 4.4.3 which split predicates space linearly. Additionally, more
detailed on Merging and transformation strategies are discussed in subsection 4.4.4 to provide user
understandable explanations.
Finally, chapter 5 presents an extension of the problem addressed in chapter 3, and familiarizes a
new problem encompasses organizing interest-based visualizations to reveal their interestingness in
subsection 5.3.3. Section 5.4 describes our proposed framework MedVis and section 5.5 discusses
experiments and evaluation metrics in subsection 5.5.1 including medical datasets used in subsec-
tion 5.5.2.
6.2 Future Work
In this section we briefly discuss future work directions that are related to the research problems
addressed within this thesis.
6.2.1 Query Visualization in Big Data
Throughout this thesis we identified two leading directions on recommending Interest-based visual-
izations. At problem level presented in chapter 3 subsection 3.3.3, recommendations produced by
RtSEngine are form of visualizations like (e.g. bar and line chars); supposed to be interesting based
on their deviations against another reference dataset. However, this assumption opens many research
questions on "what is interestingness?" and "How to compute this interestingness in data?". One of
future researches should involve developing interestingness measures which support different anal-
ysis styles such as: exploratory, comparative,predictive, or targeted. A deeper interestingness mea-
sures required to show something out of the ordinary or unexpected recommendations. Additionally,
proposing new efficient approaches to discover the interesting pieces of information in big data, then
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ensure that data has been displayed in the most intuitive way for easy understanding.
Spatial and medical data is another essential research topics in Data visualization which has spe-
cial demands in developing and implementing visualizations approaches that are able to explore that
explosive data space intelligently and discover interesting information online. These approaches en-
rich the analysis process for many applications including transportation, supply chain industry, Elec-
tronic Health Records (EHR).
On the other side, Blockchain Technology is one of new research topics that attracts researches
across many areas such as: data mining, Cryptography, and security, ubiquitous computing and Big
Data. Exploring this kind of data structure and highly changing size, and discovering interesting
visualizations in such kind of special data will becoming one of current challenges in big data visual-
izations.
6.2.2 Discovering Explanations in Big Data
The problem of finding explanations in Aggregate Queries illustrated in chapter 4 involves based
on user specified (expected) trend. In subsection 4.4.3, we proposed UT E system which generates
insightful explanations in a single relation. However, finding a new solution for this problem defined
in section 4.3 for multiple relations is a good research question for future work. In addition, many
research questions involve discovering explanations and essential extensions of the problem such
as: finding explanations in online and streaming data, proposing optimizations strategies to explore
all possible explanations in data space efficiently, and developing new measures that quantify the
influence of tuples.
Finding Explanations if a visualization particularly based on data, is computationally expensive.
To make real-time Explanations, various optimization approaches are needed to take the advantage
of main-memory using techniques such as operating on samples, pre-materializing views and using
efficient indexes, employ knowledge-based filtering to perform complex computations online. More-
over, propose new caching approaches to reduce recommendation latency both on the client-side as
well as the server-side.
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